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PREFACE 
Solving nonlinear integer programming problems usually causes 
difficulties. One way to solve this type of problem is to devise 
clever approximate methods (heuristics). This research investigates 
the mathematical properties of the single resource allocation pro-
blems with nonseparable objective functions. Consequently some 
heuristic algorithms are proposed for solving this particular class 
of allocation problems. 
This work is related to two RAND Publications. Alternative 
measures of supply performance is discussed by R. B. s. Brooks, 
C. A. Gillen, and J. Y. Lu in [3]. They also provided some mathematical 
arguments for optimization of these measures. A portion of this research 
is concentrated on improving their methods. In the other publication by 
B. L. Miller [12], the concept of discrete convexity was introduced. 
This concept proved to be very useful in developing a primal search 
algoritl:nn. 
Another aspect of this research is the computational experience 
with these algorithms. Several problems of various sizes were solved 
to compare the performance of the algorithms with respect to the time 
and computational feasibility and the accuracy of the soiutions. 
I wish to express my appreciation to Dr. Philip M. Wolfe for his 
encouragement and guidance throughout this research as my research 
adviser. I also extend my sincere thanks to Dr. Marvin P. Terrell, 
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the chairman of my Ph. D. committee, Dr. Joe H. Mize, Dr. Donald W. 
Grace, Dr. A. Goicoechea, and Dr. w. c. Turner who served as members 
of my committee. It has been my pleasure to work under these out-
standing faculty members during my education in Oklahoma State 
University. 
I would like to dedicate this work to my late father who was a 
source of inspiration and encouragement to ~. I am also grateful to 
my mother, sisters and brother for their continuing support in all 
the years of my education. 
I thank Velda Davis and TOP Services Unlimited for their 
excellent typing of my dissertation. 
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Allocation problems deal with allocating the available resources 
to a set of activities, or sequences of jobs in an economically effec-
tive manner. The economical effectiveness is measured by the return 
which the activity yields. This research considers only the class of 
allocation problems with a single constraint and a nonseparable non-
linear return function over the nonnegative integers. 
The objective of this research is to develop a primal search 
algorithm to solve single resource allocation problems with nonseparable 
nonlinear objective functions. In addition, the Solution Method of 
Brooks et al. [3] has been successfully modified for the same purpose. 
These two algorithms have been implemented to solve a real life problem, 
namely the War Readiness Spares Kit Problem. Several problems of vari-
ous sizes were solved for comparison of the performances of the algo-
rithms. The computational experience with them reveals that they can 
generate good solutions within specified time !Units. The modified 
algorithm of Brooks et al. proved to be superior to the Primal Search 
Algorithm in terms of time and computational feasibility and the quality 
of the solutions. Moreover, a simulation model was developed to test 
the accuracy of the solutions obtained by analytical methods. The 
simulation study confirms the analytical results. 
Allocation problems are discussed in Chapter IL An important 
1 
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aspect of the allocation problems is the definition of the return func-
tion. After defining the foundations of the return function, a mathema-
tical model is developed to represent the single resource allocation 
problems with nonseparable return functions. The background of this 
study is presented in the remainder of this chapter. 
Chapter III describes three methods to solve this particular class 
of allocation problems. Mathematical properties of this class of pro-
blems are investigated thoroughly, then a primal search algorithm is 
presented. This algorithm generates a better feasible solution by mov-
ing along a favorable direction until no tnore progress can be made. A 
second approach requires that the objective function be approximated by 
a separable function, then marginal analysis can be applied to find the 
optima. This approach is the modification of the method proposed by 
Brooks et al. in [3]. The third method is a saddle point search algo-
rithm. At each iteration, a Lagrange multiplier is first determined, 
then the optimal solution to the primal problem is sought by an algorithm 
proposed by B. L. Miller [12]. If two consecutive Lagrange multipliers 
are sufficiently close together, the iterations are terminated, the final 
solution is declared as the saddle point solution to the problem. 
A real life problem, namely the War Readiness Spares Kit problem, 1s 
introduced in Chapter IV. A simple problem is used to demonstrate how 
the algorithms proceed in finding a (near) optimal solution. Several 
problems of various sizes were solved, then some computational features 
of the algorithms are displayed in tables and figures. Finally, a simu-
lation model is utilized to observe the response of the spare kits 
obtained by these algorithms. The FORTRAN listings of the computer 
programs of the algorithms and the simulation model are given in the 
appendices. A summary and conclusions of this research are given in 






Allocation problems are frequently encountered in industry, govern-
ment and military. Several organizations are involved in performing many 
activities such as manufacturing products, providing services, transpor-
tation, inventory control and purchasing, etc. Usually each organization 
performs a set of related and/or similar activities. For instance, a man-
ufacturing plant produces several types of products, hence manufacturing 
each type product is considered an activity for this company. Naturally 
some resources such as men, money, machine, time, raw materials, so forth, 
are required to perform these activities. Unfortunately there exists phy-
sical, temporal or economical restrictions on the resources in real life. 
This means that the activities can not be performed in the best possible 
fashion. Some of the reasons for the limited resources are the capacity 
of the facilities, the amount of raw materials available at any time, lack 
of capital or more men power when needed, etc. Consequently the conflict 
arises as how to allocate the available resources into a set of activities 
in an effective manner. 
An allocation of the resources to a set of activities yields a cer-
tain return which can be used to determine what "the effective manner" 
should be. This return is in general expressed in terms of a unit; total 
profit (in terms of dollars) from the production of some goods or the 
4 
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total cost (in terms of dollars) of transporting some goods from plants 
or warehouses to the retail stores or customers. Obviously, the magni-
tude of the return depends upon the magnitude of the resources allocated 
and upon the levels of the activities. The return in fact defines a 
measure of performance of the activity levels. This performance may be 
interpreted as the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the activity. 
The allocation problem is then to allocate the available resources to a 
set of activities in such a way as to maximize some measure of effective-
ness or to minimize some measure of ineffectiveness. 
The problems with a single resource available for allocations to 
activities are classified as single-resource allocation problems~ Infact, 
knapsack problems belong to this class, but they have separable return 
functions. This research is focused on single resource allocation pro-
blems with nonlinear, nonseparable return functions. The activities are 
nonnegative integers, the resource is money, and the objective function 
represents the return on the resource in terms of an ineffectiveness 
measure. 
Properties of the Return Function 
An important aspect of the allocation problems is the definition of 
the return function of the activities. Usually there are several activi-
ties to be considered simultaneously in allocating a resource. An acti-
vity vector will then represent the magnitudes (with respect to some 
unit) of the activities of concern as its components. As an example, the 
quantities of n-different type of products produced by a manufacturing 
company forms an activi'ty vector. A resource can indeed be used in nu-
merous ways by manipulating the magnitudes of the components of the 
activity vector. 
The basic assumptions of the return function will then be stated 
as follows: 
i) The return function is a real-valued function defined on an 
activity space. 
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ii) It is monotonic; if the level of one activity is increased 
while others. remain fixed, the return on the activity vector 
is increased, in case of effectiveness; it is decreased for 
ineffectiveness. 
iii) The return function is concave if it is an effectiveness 
measure. It is convex if the return function is an ineffec-
tiveness measure. If the activity space is discrete, con-
cavity or convexity is replaced by discrete convexity or 
concavity. 
A real..,.valued function f defined on a discrete rectangle D is a discretely 
convex if x,y € D, and 0 < « < 1, 
min f(z} < ·.«L(x) + (1 - oc)f(y) 
Z€N(«x + (1 - oc)y) 
where N(«x + (1 - o:)y) = {w, integer: llw - («x· + (1 - a:)y) II < 1} is the 
neighborhood of the point «x + (1 - «)y with a radius less than one. 
The restriction of a convex function to a discrete rectangle is not 
unfortunately a discretely convex function [12]. 
Mathematical Formulation 
A mathematical model for this class of problems will be constructed 
as follows: 
L d h . ( . ) f h . th . . . 1 et x. enote t e quant1ty. 1nteger or t e 1 act1v1ty 1 = , 
1 
•.. , n, and f(x1 , •.. , xn) denote a measure of ineffectiveness of the 
activity vector (x1 , x2 , ... , xn). Further f(x , ... , x ) possesses 1 n 
the properties i), ii), iii) of the previous section. 
The only available limited resource is money and denoted by M. 
Application of each unit of ith activity costs $c., and c. > 0, i = 1, 
1 1 








The requirement is that the total cost of the activity vector not exceed 
the available resource M. 





c .x. < M 
1 1 
x. > 0, integer i = 1, ... , n. 
1 
Background of the Study 
(2.1) 
(2. 2) 
An important aspect of allocation problems is the development and 
the construction of a measure of effectiveness or ineffectiveness. 
Several researchers have different observations and assumptions. Accord-
ing to R. E. Bellman [1], the return from each activity is independent 
of the returns from the other activities, and hence the total return 
8 
is the sum of the individual returns. This establishes the separability 
assumption of the (in)effectiveness measure. However, in a study done by 
R. B. S. Brooks, C. A. Gillen, and J. Y. Lu [3], alternative measures of 
supply performance for the U.S. Air Force Operations were developed. 
They are the fill rate, backorders, operational rate, and NORS. They are 
1il-., 
briefly defined as follows: fill rate is the ratio of the number~~ s 
issued over a fixed time period to the number demanded over the same 
period. Backorders consist of the number of stock-outs from base supply 
at any point in time. Operational rate is the probability of no due-outs 
at any point in time. Finally , the number of NORS (not operation al-ly--~--
ready supply) aircraft is the number grounded for lack of spare parts at 
any point in time. Brooks e t al. observed that the NORS measure was a 
better representation of the performance for Air Force base operations. 
Fill rate, backorders and operational rate yield separable (in)effec-
tiveness measures. On the contrary; the NORS measure does not yield a 
separable ineffectiveness measure. This fact reveals that the separa-
bi lity assumption of the ( in)effectiveness measure is not adequate· for 
some real life problems. Therefore, nonseparable (in)effectiveness 
measures should also be taken into consideration. 
Finding numerical solutions to a problem is as important as the 
recognition of it. Deriving numerical solutions to the problems is not 
always an easy task. Methods do not exist to solve all kinds of prob-
lems. Sometimes modification of some method will suffice for the pur-
pose. New methods are always sought to solve some problems better and 
faster than the existing methods. If there is no method available to 
solve a certain class of problems, then the discovery and the develop-






If the activities in allocation problems assume fractional values, 
then either linear programming or nonlinear programming methods can be 
used to solve them. In particular, feasible direction methods are 
commonly used in solving nonlinear programming problems. The procedure 
entails developing a sequence of solutions with improving objective 
function values; a new solution is obtained from the previous one by, 
determining a search direction in which progress can be made and deter-
mining the step size in that direction. Methods of feasible directions 
have been described in many books and articles, e.g., in [11, 17, 16, tS]. 
In some allocation problems, the activities can assume only integer 
values. Solving integer programming problems usually causes difficulties. 
Even though some of the solution techniques are theoretically appealing, 
they are not computationally satisfactory. (See Garfinkel and Nemhauser 
[6],) Even Branch-and-Bound methods are computationally inefficient for 
large scale probiems. 
A few methods have been developed to solve single resource alloca-
tion problems with separable objective and constraint functions. R. E. 
Bellman suggests using dynamic programming to solve this type of problem. 
A good treatment of the method together with flow charts for computational 
experimentation is given in [1]. He also proved that dynamic programming 
would obtain the global optimum. Another method for solving the same 
class of problems is ma~ginal analysis (5]. This method generates a 
sequence of undominated activities by considering the incremental return 
per additional dollar spent for each activity. Convergence of the margi-
nal analysis to the global solution can easily be proved by means of 
Lagrangian analysis [5]. The marginal analysis is easy and efficient to 
implement when solving single resource allocation problems with convex 
and separable objective and constraint functions. 
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There have been a few attempts to solve one dimensional allocation 
problems with a nonseparable objective function. One attempt was by 
R. B. S. Brooks, C. A. Gillen, and J. Y. Lu [3]. They approximated the 
NORS function by a linear combination of separable functions, then set 
up the Lagrangian function. This allowed them to optimize a separable 
function. Unfortunately, the parameters in the linear combination for 
the NORS function were difficult to obtain. However, they adapted the 
following procedure to solve the problem: fix the parameters and 
repeatedly change the Lagrange multiplier until an activity that meets 
the budget constraint is obtained. Then recalculate the parameters and 
repeat the process. These steps are repeated until the parameters 
stabilize. The adjustment of the Lagrange multiplier was done by linear 
programming, as suggested in £2]. The authors claimed that the method 
was successful in producing a good solution. They nevertheless pointed 
out that the algorithm was not guaranteed to always work. It is rather 
a cumbersome approach. 
Another study was done by B. L. Miller {12] of the RAND Corporation. 
His approach uses the NORS function as it is, contrary to the approach 
of [3]. He developed the concept of discrete convexity and proved that 
the Lagrangian function was discretely convex for a fixed multiplier. 
Then he proposed a heuristic search procedure to find the optimal solu-
tion to the primal problem which was the minimization of Lagrangian over 
the nonnegative integers. His algorithm consists of three phases. In 
the first phase an initial solution is obtained. The second phase is to 
generate a better feasible solution by changing only one component at a 
11 
time while others remain fixed, and repeating this process for each 
component. In the third phase, the neighborhood of this point is 
searched using heuristic rules to obtain improvement. If an improve-
ment is obtained, then the second phase and consequently the third 
phase is repeated. Otherwise, that point is called an unverified opti-
mal solution. He claimed his method found food solutions and was 
computationally feasible. 
Many real life integer programming problems are too large to be 
solved by exact algorithms. Consequently, clever approximate methods 
(heuristics) are the only alternatives to solving these problems [9, 5 ]. 
A few of the heuristic algorithms which are pertinent to this research 
will be discussed briefly. An heuristic procedure to solve integer 
linear programning problems was developed by F. S. Hillier [7, 8], 
Efficient Heuristic Procedures for Integer Linear Programming Problems 
with an Interior and a Bound-and-Scan Algorithm for Pure Integer Linear 
Programming with General Variables. His method has three phases. In 
the first phase, a region within which to explore for bett.er solutions 
is identified. The second phase consists of moving along a direction 
while searching nearby for a feasible integer solution. The purpose of 
the third phase is to improve upon the feasible solution obtained in 
the second phase. His research reveals that the optimum can be obtained 
in a reasonable amount of time and effort. On the other hand, S. Reiter 
and D. B. Rice [14] developed an approximate method to solve quadratic 
integer programming problems. Their method consists of choosing a 
random starting point, then locating a feasible point and applying a 
modified gradient maximizing procedure in search of a better point. 
They pointed out that their method could be extended to more general 
integer programming problems. 
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In this research a primal algorithm is developed to solve this 
particular class of simple resource allocation problem (described 
above) in an efficient manner. This approach makes use of the convex-
ity and the monotonicity of the objective function and the linearity 
of the constraint. The search procedure is based on the concept of 
feasible directions. In addition the Algorithm of Brooks et al. [3, 
p. 24] has been modified to solve the same class of problems. The 
method of marginal analysis has been implemented in Step 1 of their 




The mathematical problem to be solved 1s of the form 
min f(X) 
subject to ex < M 
X > 0, integer 




a nonnegative integer for all i = 1, ... , n}. The function f is mono-
tonically decreasing in each component. Also, f has the properties i), 
ii), iii) of the section on Properties of the Return Function in Chapter 
II. Further C = Cc1 , c2 , ... , en) with each ci > 0; i = 1, ... , n, and 
M > 0. 
All the solution methods described 1n this chapter are based on the 
following theorem. 
* * Theorem 1: If X is optimal to this problem, then X + ek 
is infeasible for all k = 1, ... , n where ek is the kth unit 
vector. 
~'( 
Proof: If X + ek for some k = 1, ... , n were feasible, then 
* i'c ..,,, 
f(X + ek) ~ f(X ) by monotone decreasing property, and X + ek would 
be optimal. This contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem. 
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The Lagrangian function of this problem is given by 
L(X; A) • f(X) + A(CX- M) n for Xe:II , A > 0. 
The primal problem is stated as 
min L(X; A) 
Xenn 
and the dual problem is then stated as 
max L(X; A) 






A point Xe:II is called a stationary point of a discretely convex 
n 
function g: IIn+R if g(X) ~ g(X + S) where S .. I: s·kek , sk = -1, 0, 1 
k•1 
fork c 1, ••• , n. 
n 
If L(X; A) is a discretely convex function on IT for ). ::teO, and 
* * * if X solves the primal problem, then L(X; A)~ L(X + ek; A) fork= 1, 
••• , n holds. This condition is not sufficient unfortunately for non-
separable functions. The sufficiency of this condition for separable 
functions can be proven easily. 
Theorem 2: Let g: n II +R be a separable function, then for 
* * * X to be stationary it is sufficient to have g(X ) ~ g(X ± ek) 
fork c 1, ••• , n. 
n 
Proof: Since g is separable, g(X) • I: gi(¥i). LetS=+ ek for 
* * i•1 * * ••• , n. Then g(X) ~ g(X + ek), and I:gi(xi) < I: gi(xi) + 
i~k 
some k • 1, 
* gk(~ + 1), further 
15 
where ak • -1, 0, +1. 
This argument is obviously true for all k = 1, ••• , n, hence 
(3.5) 
* The left hand side of the inequality is g(X ), and the right hand side 
* * * of the inequality is g(X + S). Consequently, g(X ) ~ g(X + S). In 
* * other words, the condition is derived from g(X ) ~ g(X + ~) for all 
k z 1, ••• , n. In addition, if g is unimodal in each component, then 
* X is the global optimum. This result implies that it suffices to 
optimize one component at a time. 
These results will be implemented to develop algorithms to solve 
the problem (3.1). An example of a nonseparable discretely convex 
function is the following; 
m n n n 
G(X; A)= I: (1- '11' Fi(xi+j)) + I: I: (1- Fi(xi+ j)) +A 1: c x 
j-0 i•l i=-1 j=1 i=l i i 
(3.6) 
where Fi(.) is the cumulative distribution function of a Poisson random 
variable with mean Ai' i=l, ••• , n. The construction of this function 
is discussed in Chapter IV, and the discrete convexity of G(X; A) is 
proved by B. L. Miller in [12]. 
A Primal Search Algorithm 
This algorithm makes use of the monotonicity and the discrete 
convexity of the objective function. A better feasible solution is 
obtained from the current solution by determining a search direction 
and heuristically selecting a step size. This algorithm is developed 
during this research. 
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Step 0. Initialization, pick a A. and p where 0 < p < 1, and 
set k = 0. Find X0 such that L(X0 ; A.)~ L(X0 + ek; A.) fori= 1, ••• , 
n. In particular, the first differences for the function (3.6) are 
given by 
6i L(X; A.) • L(X + ei; A.) - L(X; A.) fori a 1, ••• , n (3.7) 
and. 
m n 
6iL(X; A.) = - I: ((Fi (xi+ j + 1) 
j=O 
- F i (Xi + j ) ) k~ 1 Fk(~ + j ) 
Since 0 < 1T F i (xi + j ) < 1 
k,&i 
for 0 ~ j ~ m, then 
m m 
k,£i 
- 1 + 
(3.8) 





0 0 0 Therefore, it suffices to find an X = (x1, ••• , xn) where each 
x~ satisfies -1 + Fi (x~- 1) + A.Ci ~ 0 and 
(3.11) 
Step 1. Search for a better feasible solution; set k • k + 1. 
Construct a favorable direction 
17 
(3.12) dk • -Vf(Xk) - p•pk•C 
k 
where pk is obtained by solving (-Vf~X) - pkC).C = 0 and p is left as 




1, ... ' n} = 1. Calculate an a by a =[/n~~~d~k] where [ .. ] denotes 
greatest integer function. Then a point Ya is obtained as Ya = xk + 
The nearest integer point V to y is obtained by v. = (y , + .5] 





1' n . . . . ' tflo 
f(Xk), xk+1 If V is feasible and f(V) < set = V ,.;:£to Step 1. 
IfV is feasible, but f(V) > f(Xk), then check the points 
V +e. fori= 1, ... , n, Figure 1. 
~ 
. .,, 
If there exists an ~ such 
that V +e., 
1~' 
is feasible and f(V + ei*) < f(Xk), set Xk+l = v + 
ei*' and go to Step 1. Otherwise, go to Step 2. 
Figure 1. Search in the Positive Quadrant 
If V is not feasible, then search the points V - e. for i = 1, 
~ 
18 
.. . , n. If there exists an . * . 1. such that V - ei* 1.s feasible 
Xk+l = V - e. and go to Step 1. 
1 
Otherwise go .to Step 2. 
Step 2. Test of optimality via Theorem 1. 
. . k 
Test the po1nts X + 
e i , i = 1 , ..• , n. ·* k If there exists an 1 such that X + e.* is feasible 
1 
and f(Xk + ei*) < f(Xk), set Xk+l = Xk + ei* and go to Step 1, otherwise 
terminate. 
The Modified Algorithm of Brooks et al. 
This approach requires the objective function f(X) be approximated 
by a separable function of the form. . ' ·~ ' 
where 




f(X) = i: E b.F.(x.; j) 
i=l j=O J 1 1 




E b .F. (x.; j) 
j=O J l. 1 
n 
f(X) = i: g.(x.) 
i=l 1 l. 
q.l3) 
(3.14) 
An example of such an approximation is given in Appendix A. Irt parti-
cular, if g.(x.) is strictly decreasing, then the implementation of the 
1 1 
marginal analysis is justified. 
19 
Step 0. Initialization, pick b~, b~, . .. ' set k = 1. 
Step 1. Solve the problem. 
Subject to 
n 
min .L g. (x ) 
i=l l. i 
m 
L c. X. < M 
i=l l. l -
x. > 0 integer 
J.-
(3.15) 
by the following algorithm which is known as marginal analysis [5], also 
a consequence of Theorem 2. 
Step 1 i) 
Step 1 ii) 
Step liii) 
Step 2 
. Step 3 
Initialization: xo.= (O' 0, ... ' 0) ' set Q, = o. 
XQ.+l = XQ, + e. ' if feasible, where j is any index 
J 
for which the ratio 
r. = 
l. 





'f .. Q.+l d k Q, Stop 1 ex· ~ M, an set X = X , then go to Step 2. 
Otherwise go to lii. 
Calculate b~ = s.<xk> for j = o, 1, ••• ' m. 
J J . 
If b~ is very k-1 for all j = 0, 1' close to b. ... ' m, J J .* _k 
then X = x--, and stop. Otherwise, set k = k + 1, and 
go to 1. 
This is a modified version of the algorithm proposed by R. B. S. 
Brooks, C. A. Gillen, and J. Y. Lu on page 24 of [3]. The modification 
is also accomplished during this research. The Step 1 of their approach 
was quite different from the one described above. They attempted to 
find the saddle point solution to the problem 
max min L(X: A)= Egi(xi) + A(Ecixi- M). 
X>O X>O 
Their Step 1 was as follows: 
1) . d k k k kth . . h. h . . Step F1n x1 , x2 ) ... , xn at 1terat1on w 1c max1m1zes 
m n n 
E b. Elog F.(x. + j) -A E c.x. 
j=O Ji=l 1 1 i=l 1 1 
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Since this function is separable, the optimization is carried out for 
each component separately. At the end of the third step, the Lagrange 
Multiplier is rearranged as suggested in [2], and the algorithm 
repeated again. 
This algorithm may not converge in general. The convergence needs 
to be proved for specific functions. In fact, the convergence of this 
algorithm for a separable function as an approximation of Equation (3.6) 
was given by a theorem in [3]. 
A Saddle Point Search Algorithm 
This algorithm.solves the problem 
max min L(X; X). 
X>O Xe:Tin 
* ~·< The algorithm in fact searches the saddle point (X , A ) of the 
Lagrangian function. This is, however, more complicated than the 
previous algorithms, and requires subalgorithms to solve the primal 
and dual subproblems. This was originally suggested by H. Everett [2]. 
Step 0. Initialization. Pick X0 and A . Set k = 0. 
0 
Step 1. Solve the primal subproblem. 
to obtain xk+l. 
min L(X; A.k) 
xe:nn 
Step 2. Solve the dual subproblem 
max L(Xk+l; A.) 
A.>O 
to obtain A.k+l' 
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Step 3. Stop if A.k+l is very close to A.k. Otherwise set k = k + 1 
and go to Step 1. 
B. L. Miller developed an algorithm to solve t4e primal subproblem 
for discretely convex functions. Since a detailed description of this 
algorithm is presented in 12 , it is not going to be discussed here. 
This is a very complicated algorithm. The author claims it produces 
good solutions. 
At the kth iteration (k ~ 1), a piecewise convex approximation of 
L(X; A.) can be given in the space generated by the points, x0 , x1 , 
Xk+l as follows: 
... ' 
L(X; A.) = 
k+l 
t 




where 1: ll = 1, ll > 0 for all t = 0, 1, ... , k+l. 
t=O t t-
Then the dual subproblem is restated as 
k+l 
max 1: ll L(Xt; ;>..) 
t=O t . 
(3.18) 
Subject to k+l 
I: ll t 
t=O 
A>O, ll >0 for t = 
t-
= 1 
O,l, •.. ,k+l 




I: ll f(Xt) + A I: lltCXt - AM 
t=O t t=O 
k+l 
I: llt = 1 
t=O 
A>O, ll ?0 for t = 0, 1, ..• , k+1 









ll > 0 for t = 0 , 1 , .•. , k+ 1 
t-
or as the Lagrangian of the dual linear program 
min (AM + v) 








Therefore, the dual linear program will be solved instead of the dual 
subproblem in Step 2. One of the findings of this research is solving 
this linear program without using the simplex method. 
* * The primal linear program has an optimal solution ~O' ~l' ... , 
-/( 
~k+l' since the feasible set is bounded. Then the constraint of the 
k+l . 
" t Equation (3. 20) implies that there exists X = l: ~ X not necessarily 
k+l * t t=O t 
integer such that ex= M and f(X) = l: ~tf(X ). On the other hand, the 
t=O . * ,or * * dual linear program yields a solut1on (A , v ) such that A M + v = 
-f(X). Let Is be the index set of all t's such that ext< M and Ib the 
index set of all t's such that ext> M fort= 0, 1, ... , k+l. Since f 
represents a measure of ineffectiveness of the activity vector X, then 
Property (id.) of II-b applies and -f(Xi) < -f0{) < -f(Xj) for all i£1 
s 
and j£Ib. Consequently the line AM + v = -f(X) lies in the region 
bounded by the lines A = 0, AeXi + v = -f(Xi) and ACXj + v = -f(Xj) for 
all i£Is and j£Ib. Hence, this line lies in the intersection of all 
these regions. The intersection is the region bounded by A = 0, Aexi* + 
·v = -f(Xi~'() and ACXj'~'( + v = -f(Xj'l'() where exi* =max· {eXi; ie:I} and 
s 
·-~( . 
exJ = min { CXJ; je: I } . Finally 
s 
(3.22) 
The significance of this result lies in the fact that the simplex 
method is not required to solve a linear programming of the type 
min du + y 
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Subject to a.u + y > b. 
1 - 1 
i=l, ... ,m (3. 23) 
u > 0 
y unrestricted 
with the property that a 1 < a 2 < ••• < am and b 1 > b2 > ••• > bm. 
CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATION AND COMPUTIONAL RESULTS 
The War Readiness Spares Kit Problem 
This problem has arisen from the operations of U.S. Air Force. It 
is a typical·example of single resource allocation problems. A brief 
description of the problem is presented in the following paragraph. 
A squadron of airplanes is on certain occasions sent out to duty 
at remote bases for a period of a month or so. Usually these bases lack 
the necessary repair facilities; consequently. an airplane in such a 
base can only be repaired by replacing the defective item by a good one. 
Thus the squadron needs to stock some essential spare parts; these are 
the parts which form the war readiness spares kit. During the flying 
period, if an airplane breaks down due to failure of some parts, and if 
these parts are available in the kit, it is repaired. If at least one 
of these required parts is in short supply and if there are some other 
nonoperationally-ready planes awaiting repairs, then at least one of 
them is cannibalized to consolidate the required parts in order to 
repair the others. Consequently the number of cannibalized planes 
defines an ineffectiveness measure for the performance of the spare kit. 
The problem is then to determine the number of each spare part in the 
kit which will yield the least ineffectiveness under the condition that 
the total cost of the spare kit is not to exceed a certain budget level. 
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With regard to the mathematical model of Chapter II, Mathematical 
Formulation, the only available resource is the budget. 
vector X= (Xl' x2 , ••• , Xn) represent the spare kit. 
Let the activity 
Then x. denotes the 
1. 
amount of spare part i purchased at the beginning of the flying period 
at a cost of $ci, and the total cost of the spare kit is given by the 
n 
sum t ci xi or in vectoral form CX. The measure of ineffectiveness is 
i=l 
the expected number of cannibalized planes or nonoperationally ready 
supply airplane, and, fis denoted by E(NORS/X). The demand of the spare 
part i is assumed to be a Poisson Process with a rate ~i and independent 
of the others. Then the probability of j ~ 0 or fewer backorder is 
Fi(xi + j) where Fi(.) is the cumulative poisson distribution with mean 
~i· The repairs are restricted by the spare part with the most number 
of backorders, consequently this particular spare part causes the canni-
balization of some nonoperational airplanes. The probability that the 
item in worst shape is backordered j or less is equivalent to the prob-
ability that all n items are backordered j or less. Furthermore the latter 
probability is equal to the probability of cannibalizing at most j air-
n 
planes •' Hence P ( number of ~annibalized airplanes ~ j) = 'IT F i (xi + j) 
i=l 
since the demands of spare parts are stochastically independent. Finally 
00 
E(number of cannibalized airplanes) = E (1-P(number of cannibalized air-
jaO 
planes.::_ j)). Under the .assumption of cannibalization, the number of 
cannibalized airplanes is the same as the number of nonoperationally ready 
supply llirplanes because of a lack of some spare parts. 
oo n . 
Therefore E(NORS/X) = E {1 - 'IT F i (xi + j )} . (4.1) 
j=O i=l 
This function is approximated for computational purposes by the follow-
ing function [12] 
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m n n 00 
E(NORS/X) = E (1 - 'IT · F.(x. + j >) + E I: (1 - F.(x. + j)) ( 4. 2) 
j=O i=l 1 1 i=l j==m+l 1 1 
n 
where m is chosen such that 'IT F. (x. + j) is very close to 1 for j > m. 
1 1 i=l 
Finally the war readiness spares kit problem in mathematical 
1S min f(X) = E(NORS/X) 
Subject to ex < M 
X > 0 and integer. 




6.f(X) = f(X +e.) - f(X) 
1 1 






(F.(x. + J + 1) - F.(x. 
1 1. 1 1 
n 
+ j)) 'IT 
k=l 
k'l'l 
F.(x. + m + 1) 
1 1 
An Example 
( 4. 6) 
A war readiness spares kit problem with five items is used to dem""' 
onstrate how the algorithms of Chapter III work. The steady-state ' 
Poisson demand rates and cost of each item is given in Table I. 
The budget is assumed to be M = $25000. In addition the value for 
m of Equation (4.2) is chosen to be 5. 
i) Solution by Means of the Primal Search Method 
A listing of the computer program is given in Appendix D. 
Iteration 0. Initialization: Parameter p is chosen to be .85 
and the Lagrange multiplier is specified as A. = .0002. The effect of 
different parameters will be discussed later. This iteration seeks an 
X0 which satisfies the conditions of (3.11). 
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TABLE I 
COSTS AND DEMAND RATES FOR THE SAMPLE WRSK PROBLEM 
·rtern No. Cost/Unit Demand Rate 
1 2980. 2.10 
2 1751. 1. 50 
3 462. 1.20 
4 1500. 5.00 
5 345. 3.50 
Since ~1 + F1(1) + (.0002) (2980) = -1 + .37962 + .596 = -.02438, 
and -1 + F1(2) + (.0002) (2980) =-1 + .64963 + .596 = .24563,x~ = 2. 
Repeating the same argument for each component, yields X0 = (2, 2, 3, 
6' 6). 
Iteration 1. Seeking a better feasible solution: The first 
differences at the point X0 = (2, 2, 3, 6, 6) are computed from (3.8) 
and b.f (2, 2, 3, 6, 6) = (-.240, -.106, -.015, -.163, -.035) 
= -b.f( 2 , 2• 3• 6 • 6) .c = .00008 
p1 c.c 
Since p = .85, then after normalization, the direction is 
d1 = (.610, -.225, -.268, 1.' .190) 
and a is evaluated to be 1. Thus a point U = (3, 2, 3, 7, 6) is 
obtained by finding the nearest integer point toY= (2.610, 1.775, 
2.732, 7., 6.190). However thepointU is not feasible, cost 
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(U) = 26398, hence a search in the negative direction is required. For 
that purpose 61£(2, 2, 3, 7, 6) = -.262, 6 2£(3, 1, 3, 7, 6) = -.333, 
63£(3, 2, 2, 7, 6) = -.076, 64f(3, 2, 3, 6, 6) = -.185, and 65£(3, 2, 3, 
7, 5) = -.100 are calculated. The minimum of these values is fori= 3, 
but (3, 2, 2, 7' 6) is not feasible. The second minimum value is for 
l. = 5, again (3, 2, 3, 7' 5) l.S not feasible. The third minimum is for 
l. = 4, fortunately (3, 2, 3, 6, 6) is feasible and £(3' 2, 3, 6, 6) = 
. 985 71. Therefore xl = (3, 2, 3, 6, 6) with ex = 24898. 
Iteration 2. As in Iteration 1, a search direction d2 = (-.356, 
.362, -.037, 1., .216) issuing from (3, 2, 3, 6, 6) is determined. A 
point U = (3, 2, 3, 7, 6) is obtained similarly. Since U is infeasible, 
and a search in the negative direction does not yield a distinct and 
better feasible point than x1 = (3, 2, 3, 6, 6), a search in the posi-
. d' ' l ' 1 d All h ' f h f l t1.ve 1.rect1.on at X l.S emp oye . . t e po1.nts o t e orm X + e. 
l. 
for i = 1, 2, ... , 5 are infeasible. 1 Hence X = (3, 2, 3, 6, 6) is 
optimal. 
ii) Solution by the Modified Solution Method of Brooks et al. 
A listing of the computer program is given in Appendix E. 
Iteration 1. Choose b0 = b1 = ... = b4 = 0 and b5 = 1. Set 
0 x. = 0 for i = 1, 2, •.. , 
l. 
5, then g.(x.) = b5 log F.(x. + 5), and 1. l. l. l. 
calculating the ratio g.(x. + 1)- g.(x.) for each i = 1, 
1. l. l. 1. 
c. r .. = 1. 
1. 
... ' 5 yields: r = 0.00000496, r 1 2 = 0.00000202, r 3 = 0.00000270, 
r = 
4 0.00014200, r5 = 0.00024952. For instance, 
b5 F1( 6) ·1 .99413 6 
1 1 = 4. 96 X 10-rl = c1 og F1(5) = 2980 og .97955 
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r 5 is the maximum, hence x! = 1. Updating r 5 yields: r 1 = 0.00000496, 
r 2 = 0.00000202, r 3 = 0.00000270, r 4 = 0.00014200, r 5 = 0.00011714. The 
1 1 
maximum is r 4 , then x4 = 1. Continuing in this fashion produces X = 
(2, 2, 2, 8, 7) with cost(X1) = 24801, and calculating bj by b~ = i~l 
F. (x~ + j) gives 
l. l. 
b~ = .419, b~ = .726, b; = .898, b; = .967, bz = .991, 
1 and b5 = .998. 
Iteration 2. Repeating the same steps with b~ j = 0, 1, ... , 5 
J 
2 2 2 2 
yields X = (2, 2, 4, 7, 9) with cost(X) = 24915, and b0 = .450, b1 = 
.728, b; = .891, b~ = .962, b! 2 = .988, and b 5 = .996. Since b~'s are J 
not within .001 of b~'s, to Iteration 3. J go 
Iteration 3. Repeating the same steps 
2, ... , 5 yields x3 = x2 and b~ = b~, hence 
J J 
4, 7, 9) = .98619. 
. . h b 2 aga1n w1t . 
J 
X2 • • 1 1s opt1ma 
for j = 0, 1, 
with f(2, 2, 
This solution however is a near optimal solution. The primal 
search procedure has produced a better solution than this one. On the 
other hand this method is faster, the execution time to solve this 
small problem with this algorithm is .15 seconds and The Primal Search 
Method requires .24 seconds. 
In this algorithm b.'s are treated as parameters. They have 
J 
practical implications for real life problems. S. is given by the 
J 
product i~l Fi(X + j) for some X and J = 0, 1, ..• , m. This product 
is in fact equal to the probability of cannibalizing at most j air-
planes with a kit X. In other words 
j airplanes with a kit X. Selecting 
b. gives the operational rate of 
J 
b 0 = b 1 = • • • = b m-l = 0 and b m = 
1 implies that all the planes will be cannibalized and corresponds to 
the most pessimistic view. 
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iii) Solution by the Saddle Point Search Algorithm. 
A listing of the computer program is given in Appendix F. 
Iteration 1. A starting solution of x0 = (10, 10, 10, 10, 10) 
with f(X0) = .02486 and cost(X0) = 70380 and a Lagrange multiplier of 
A = .0001 is chosen. In the first step the subproblem min L(X;A0 ) = 
0 ){e:Tin 
f(X) + A0(CX - M) is solved by the algorithm proposed by B. L. Miller 
in [12]. This algorithm produces the solution x1 = (2, 2, 2, 6, 6) 
with f(X1) = 1.28241 and cost(X1) = 21456. As an example the genera-
tion of this solution is given in Appendix B. In the second step the 
linear program 
m1n .02486 ~l + 1.28241 ~ 2 
Subject to 70380 ~1 + 21456 ~2 ~ 25000 
= 1 
1. 28241 - . 02486 is solved to obtain Al = 70380 _ 21456 = .0000257 in the same way as 
discussed in Chapter III, The Saddle Point Search Algorithm. Since Al 
1s not within .000005 of AO another iteration is performed. 
Iteration 2. The subproblem min L(X;A 1) = f(X) + A1(CX - M) is 
Xe:TI n 
solved again in the first step by the same method to obtain x2 = (4, 4, 
4, 9, 9) with f(X2) = .17727 and cost(X2) = 37377. In the second step 
the linear program min .02486 ]Jl + 1.28261 ~ 2 + .17727 ~ 3 , 
Subject to 70380 ~ 1 + 21456 p 2 + 37377 p 3 ~ 2sooo 
::;: 1 
]J. > 0 
~-
1 = 1, 2, 3 
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'1.28261- .17727 
1s solved to obtain !.. 2 = 37377 _ 21456 = .0000694. Since 1.. 2 is not 
within .000005 of A1, another iteration is required. Continuing in 
this fashion produces the following results: 
Iteration 3. x3 = (3, 3, 3, 8, 7) with f(X3) = .49955 and cost 
Cx3) = 29994. Further 1.. 3 = .0000917. 
Iteration 4. x4 = (2, 2, 3, 7, 7) with f(X4) = 1.02459 and cost 
(X4) = 23763. Also A4 = .0000848. 
Iteration 5. x5 = (3, 2, 3, 7, 7) with f(X5) = .75556 and cost 
<x5) = 26743. Also !.. 5 = .0000903. 
Iteration 6. x6 = (2, 2, 3, 7, 6) with f(X6) = 1.06282 and cost 
(X6) = 23418 and 1.. 6 = .0000903. 
This algorithm produced a solution with a better objective value 
than the previous ones, but it is an infeasible solution. In fact, 
this algorithm suffers from the duality gap. In the first step of 
this algorithm, the subproblem min L(X;A.) is solved. Since L(X;A.) is 
X£1In . 
discrete in X t: Tin, there ,is a range for A values which produce the 
same answer. From the results of previous algorithms, it was dis-
'lc 
covered that the optimal solution was X = (3, 2, 3, 6, 6). Evidently 
its corresponding Lagrange multiplier should lie between 1.. 4 = .0000848 
and 1.. 5 = .0000903. Unfortunately the algorithm won't generate this 
5 value, and if A. is close to 1.. 4 , the solution to subproblem is X and 
if !.. is close to 1.. 5 , then the solution is x6 , see Figure 2. 
C~nputational Results 
An important aspect of any algorithm is the computational efficiency. 
More specifically, the amount of time required to generate a (near) 
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optimal solution to the problem is of importance. Therefore several 
problems of various sizes need to be solved by these methods for com-
parison. In order to obtain several test problems, the data in Table 
II was obtained from the data given in [3] by randomly selecting 100 
items with some modifications. The purpose was to avoid duplication 1n 
demand rates and/or costs of the items, and to have a variety of items 
with different demands and costs. In Table II, the first column shows 
the item number, second column is for the unit cost of the item, and 







. 8.48 9.03 
Figure 2. Duality Gap 
Several test problems of various s1zes are obtained by a random 
selection of the items without replacement from the list in Table II. 
A computer program was prepared to obtain the test problems of sizes 
10, 20, 40, and 80. The computer program generates probability for a 




ITEH COST/U~JT CEMAND RHE ITE14 COST/UNIT DEMAND RATE 
' 1 1613.00 0.50 ' 51 139. 00 3.20 • 2 1338.00 0.50 ' 52 1409.00 3 .zo • 3 1219.00 13.60 • 53 184.4.00 3.25 • It 214.00 0.10 ' 54 25. 00 3.30 • 5 628.00 .:>.eo ' 55 163.00 3.30 ' 6 350.00 0.90 ' 56 1572.00 3.30 • 7 1261 .oo 0.90 • 57 22 5. 00 3.40 • 8 79.00 1.00 • 58 2:)83.00 3.40 
' 9 2223.00 1.00 ' 59 345. 00 3.50 • 10 800.00 1.05 ' 60 72 5. 00 3.50 ' 11 157.00 1.10 ' 61 90).00 3.5:> ' 12 171 .oo 1.10 ' l:Z 593. co 3.70 ' 13 196.00 1.1., ' 63 22 9.00 4 .oo ' lit 108(1 .oo 1. 15 • 64 ) 52.00 4 .oo ' 15 136.00 1.20 ' 65 849. co 4.00 • 16 366.00 1.20 ' 6~ U4.00 4.30 .. 17 462.00 1.20 ' 67 4378. 00 4.30 ' 18 20 56.00 1o20 • 68 537.00 4.70 ' 19 1703.00 1o 25 ' 69 11.00 5 .oo ' 20 388.00 1.30 ' 70 1500. 00 5.00 ' 21 863.00 1.3..:> ' n 784.00 5 .1 :> • 22 950 .co 1.30 ' 72 569.00 5.30 t 23 344.00 1.40 ' 13 2 57. 00 5.50 ' 24 608.00 1.50 • 74 124).00 6.:>c • 25 63l.(i0 lo 50 ' 75 . ltll. 00 6.50 ' 211 17 51.00 1.50 ' 76 863.00 6.70 • 27 215.00 1.70 ' 77 3)0 7. 00 6 .B) ' 28 2051.00 1.70 ' 78 8500. 00 6.90 29 326.00 1.80 ' 79 379.CO 7 .oo 30 1289.00 1. 80 ' 80 1404 0 00 7 .oo. 31 552.00 1.90 ' 81 376. co 7.10 32 1393.00 1. 90 ' 82 1279 .co 7.20 33 784.00 2.00 ' 83 1090. co 8.oo 34 855.00 z.co ., Bit 659.00 8.30 
35 3388.00 2.(10 ' 85 237l.OO 8.50 36 1208.00 2.1? ' 86 1246. co 8.70 37 2484.00 2.10 ' 81 206b.OO 9.00 38 2580 .oo 2.10 • 88 3898.00 9.30 39 112 .oo 2. 25 ' 89 1121.00 9.80 40 750.00 2.30 , 9) 36.00 10 .oo 
• 41 555.C.C 2.40 ' 91 79 6. co 10.00 • o\2 449.00 2.50 ' 92 475.CO 10.40 • 43 814.00 2.60 ' 93 2)53.00 11 .oo • 41t 928.00 2.60 ' Cj4 124. co 11.30 ' ItS 1150. oc 2.80 ' 95 2 775 .co 11 .50 • u 2632.00 2.90 f fl6 1830.00 11 .so • lt7 704.00 3.CO • Cj7 675.00 12.00 • 48 896.00 3.00 • 98 343) .oo 12 .oo • lt9 11t49.00 3.00 ' 99 1560. 00 12.50 
' 50 326.00 3.10 uoo l96.CO 13.00 
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equal probability to be selected. When an item is assigned to a sample 
problem, then the number of the items in the list is decreased by one, 
and the probability of selecting any item is recalculated. This process 
is repeated until a sample problem of predetermined size is obtained. 
Its listing is given in Appendix C. The five test problems in Tables 
III and V were solved by the Primal Search Algorithm and the Modified 
Algorithm of Brooks et al. The Saddle Point Search Algorithm is not 
used, because it is very time consuming and suffers from the duality 
gap as explained in the previous section. Both of these algorithms are 
coded in WATFIV for the IBM 370/168 at the Oklahoma State University 
Computer Center. The computational results are displayed in Tables IV 
and VI. In addition, the solutions of test problems by both algorithms 
are given in Table V. 
A careful investigation of Table IV reveals that the Modified Algo-
rithm of Brooks et al. is computationally much faster than the Primal 
Search Algorithm in producing a (near) optimal solution, in other words 
it takes much less time to converge to a solution. Three iterations 
were required to solve any problem of any size, and the value of the 
objective function was evaluated at the end only. The number of iter-
ations which the Primal Search Algorithm requires is dependent on the 
size of the problem, and increases as the problem size increases. At 
the end of each iteration, the Primal Search Algorithm evaluates the 
objective function. This is perhaps one of the reasons why it takes so 
long to generate a solution. The number of steps within each iteration 
remains the same for the Primal Search Method for any problem of any 
size, but varies for the Modified Algorithm of Brooks et al. with 




PRU8LEH5 OF SIZE 10 
1 2 3 lt. 5 
c J.l c ll c ll c ll c ll , 1 215.00 1.70 1338.00 o.so 414.00 ~.3 0 1208., 2 .1) 215.)) 1.7!) • 2 2056.()0 1 .2 0 60 8.:10 1.50 1409. (10 3. 2 0 414. J~ 4.3 0 1751.0J 1.50 • ! 171.00 1. 1 0 225.00 3.40 1261 .oo 0.90 15)~ ,)) 5 ,)) 1572.00 3,3') 
II 4 326.00 3.10 7 2 ~. 00 3.50 3'o5.C'O 3.5C 449.0) 2 .5' HS8 ,0!) 2.)) • '5 449.00 2.51) 593.00 3.70 462.0!) 1.20 14119.)0 3. )0 2083.00 ) .ItO • b 863.00 1.30 704. :)IJ 3.00 1572.~0 3.3u 1409,)) 3 .z) 13H .00 1o90 • 1 2484.0.) 2.1Q 3 8 8. ,)0 1.30 139.00 3. 2 c 800. 00 1.05 631 .oo 1.50 
' 8 855.00 z.oc 2580.00 2 olO 1703 .co 1. 2 5 157.00 1.1() 136.00 1.2::. • 9 10~u .oo 1 .1 5 139. co 3.20 163.00 3. 30 1150 .oo 2 ·" 1613 ,J) ),50 ' 1 '.) 71.00 5 .oo 1289.00 1.80 55 2. 00 1. 90 2'18 "· 00 2.10 537 .oo lt.70 
PRJBLEfoiS OF S ll E 20 
1 2 3 It 5 
c J1 c J1 c ll c J1 c ll ·---
' 1 215.00 1 .70 414.00 4.30 215.00 1.70 388.00 1 .30 2590 ,OJ 2.13 • 2 2056.00 1.20 1409.00 3 .zo 175l.CO 1. 50 1 oac. oo 1.15 6!.3,00 1.30 • l 171.00 'r..l c 12111.00 0,90 1572 ,JO 3.3 0 896.00 3 .oo 4379.(1') lt.3) • 4 326.0') 3.10 3't 5. 00 3.50 3388,(\0 2.00 171.00 1.10 16l3.JJ J .5:1 • 5 449.00 2.50 46 2. JO 1.20 2083.0!1 3.40 1219.00 0.60 784.00 2.00 • 6 863,00 1.30 1572.00 3. 3 0 1393 .)0 1 .90 25 ,OJ 3.30 326.CO 3.10 
' 7 2484 .oo 2.1C 139.00 3.20 631;00 1. 50 2223.00 1.00 214.00 ),70 ' II 855.00 2.01) 1703,:)0 1.25 136.00 1. 20 537.00 4. 70 1500.00 5.00 • ~ 1080,00 t. 1 5 1 b 3. :)Q 3.30 lb 13. ~0 0. 50 714 .0) 3 .oo 914.)) 2.b0 • 10 71.00 s.oo 55 2. )0 1.90 537.00 lt.70 552. 00 1.90 704.00 3.0:1 • 11 1338.00 c.5c 3388.~0 2.')0 7J4,JO 3.00 3388. OJ 2 .oo 172.0:l 2.2'1 • 12 6 31 .oo 1.50 6't9.00 4.00 552.00 1.90 196.00 1 .10 b3l.:l) 1. 50 • 13 2)83.00 3.40 1500.00 5,JJ 449.00 2.50 139.00 3.20 171.00 1 .1 0 • l't 7 25.00 3.H 750.00 z .3 0 8 14 .oo 2.60 1449.0) 3 .oo 115),00 z.eo 
-
15 593.00 3.70 263 2. 00 Z.'IO 12!19.(0 1. 80 59 3. 00 3,70 215.00 1. 70 
• 16 896.00 3.:lil 896,00 3.;)0 1703.00 1. 2 5 214. 00 o. 70 449.00 z.so • 17 388.00 1. 30 222 3. 00 t.oo 725 .oo 3.50 248't,OO z .10 al, .n 1.,!S • 18 750.il0 2.30 157.00 1.10 157.00 1. 10 92 a. oo 2.60 24a4.0J 2.10 
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TABLE III (Continued) 
PRO!lLEMS OF SIZE 40 
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Average Execution Time 
TABLE IV 
COMPUTATIONAL FEATURES OF ( 1) THE PRIMAL SEARCH ALGORITHM AND 
(2) THE MODIFIED ALGORITHM OF BROOKS ET AL. 
Number of Variables 
n=IO m=7 n=20 m=7 
M=35000 M=65000 
(I) (2) (l) (2) 





Range 1.12- 1.84 .29 - .40 2.88 - 7.21 .67 - 1.07 12.27 - 24.51 2.02 - 2.49 
Standard Deviation .28 .05 1.60 .16 5.02 .18 
Average Number of Iterations 6 3 7 3 8 3 
Range 5-7 3-3 5-ll 3-3 6-ll 3-3 
Average Number of Steps Within 
Each Itera·tion 2 48 2 79 2 148 
Range 1-3 34-61 1-3 60-103 1-3 121-185 
Average Number of Objective 
Value Estimations 7 I 8 1 9 1 
w 
CXl 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
Number of Variables 
n=10 m=7 n=20 m=7 n=40 m=7 
M=35000 M=65000 M=125000 
(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) 
Relative Performance 
Average Ratio* 1.03 .97 1.01 .99 1.10 .92 
*Average of ratios of solutions obtained by (1) to by (2) or by (2) to by (1) respectively. See also 
Table VI. 
TABLE V 
SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS OF SIZE 80 BY 
( 1) THE PRIMAL SEARCH ALGORITHM 
AND (2) THE MODIFIED 
ALGORITHM OF BROOKS 
ET AL. 
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TABLE V (Continued) 
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TABLE V (Continued) 
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TABLE VI. 
SOLUTIONS OF SAMPLE PROBLEMS IN TABLE III 








BY (2) MODIFIED ALGORITHM OF 
BROOKS ET AL. 




2. 56511 2.37962 
3.15778 2.98825 
3.08386 2.69192 




1.22914 2. 71815 
2. 27049 3.75845 
2.13480 2.98737 
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Average ratio is the average of the ratios of the solutions found 
by one method to the solutions found by the other. If the ratio is less 
than one, then the algorithm is producing better results than the other 
one. Comparison of the ratios in Table IV (also see Table VI) indicates 
that the Modified Algorithm of Brooks et al. produced better solutions 
on the average. Since the ratios are close to each other, the algo-
rithms generate good solutions. 
Execution time of the algorithms are also affected by the magnitude 
of the resource, the algorithms take longer to find a solution to the 
problem as the magnitude increases. The relation between the magnitude 
of the resource and the execution time seems linear though. In Figure 3, 
the affect of the magnitude of the resource on the execution time of 
the Modified Algorithm of Brooks et al. is depicted for the Problem #1 
of Table VI. For this particular problem, the regression equation is 
T = (.000028467) (resource) - .365589. (4. 7) 
For every problem and the algorithm the regression analysis needs to be 
worked out individually, since the coefficients of the regression line 
are heavily dependent on the problem under consideration and the algo-
rithm used. The coefficients in equation (4.7) cannot be applied in 
general. 
An advantage of the Modified Algorithm of Brooks et al. is that it 
does not require the user to determine some parameters as in the Primal 
Search Algorithm. Evidently the selection of such parameters effect the 
execution time. Thus the Modified Algorithm of Brooks et al. is not 









Figure 3. The Effect of the Size of Resource on the Execution Time 
(The Modified) Algorithm of Brooks et al. is Used) 
The Primal Search Method has two parameters p and the Lagrange 
multiplier A.. In order to measure their effect on the execution time 
the example problem of Chapter V, Remarks on Computational Experience, 
was run with different parameter values. The results are st.nnmarized in 
the Figures 4 and S. 
Both of the algorithms produce near optimal solutions. In fact the 
solutions which are generated by both are very close to each other. The 
values of objective functions of the sample problems in Table III are 
given in Table VI. In some instances the Primal Search Algorithm has 
produced better solutions than the Modifed Algorithm of Brooks et al., 
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Figure 4. The Effect of p on the Execution Time, A = ,0002 for the 
Primal Search Algorithm 
time 
(seconds) 
Figure 5. The Effect of the Lagrange Multiplier With p = .85 for the 
Primal Search Algorithm 
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The Primal Search Algorithm contains some parameters to be deter-
mined by the user heuristically, then it can miss the optimal, but can 
generate a near optimal solution. On the other hand, the other method 
requires the NORS function be transformed into a separable function. 
Obviously the transformation slightly alters the shape of the NORS 
function, consequently this algorithm may not be ·able to find the opti-
mal, but produces a near optimal solutions. Another observation is that 
this algorithm produces better solutions than the other one as the size 
of the problems increases (see Tables VI and VII). The reason would be 
that the number of points in the region to be explored by the Primal 
Search Algorithm increases as the problem size increases. The method 
searches only the points along the favorable direction, and cannot reach 
some others. On the other hand, the algorithm lacks the flexibility to 
readjust the search direction in a most effective way as in the contin-
uous problems. Consequently, it produces only near optimal solutions. 
Testing the Solutions by Simulation 
All the efforts up to now are focused on finding a solution for the 
War Readiness Spares Kit Problem. The solutions obtained by either 
method are near optimal solutions. In fact the optimality of the solu-
tions is not guaranteed due to discrete characteristics of the problem. 
Consequently the question that comes to mind is how good are the solu-
tions. One way of answering this question is to simulate the operation 
of a squadron of airplanes with a spares kit obtained by one of the 
previous methods. More specifically the objective function is evaluated 
by simulation instead of the mathematical expression (4.2). 
A simulation model was developed by GASP IV. The system status of 
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this model is the Number of Not Operationally Ready Supply airplanes due 
to lack of spare parts. The number of NORS is a time persistent vari-
n 
able, hence TIMST is used to evaluate E(NORS/X) L kpk(X) where n is 
k=O 
the number of airplanes in the squadron and Pk(X) is the percentage of 
time when k ~ 0, 1, ••• , n planes are NORS with a spares kit X. Simula-
tion model collects statistical data on the number of NORS airplanes and 
Pk(X), and produces the mean and the time dependent standard deviation 
for E(NORS/X). 
The entities of the simulation model are the spare parts in the kit 
and the airplanes demanding the spare parts. Mean time between failures 
of an item on any airplane is assumed to be exponentially distributed. 
An airplane fails if any part in it fails, and only one part fails at a 
time. If the failed part is available in the kit, that plane is 
repaired. If the needed part is not available, but there are also one 
other plane awaiting repairs, one of them is cannibalized at the end of 
the flying day of two flying hours to repair the other by consolidating 
the necessary parts. Otherwise the airplane is put into the repair 
queue. Consequently, the events of the simulation model are the break-
down of an airplane, the cannibalization of an airplane, and reinitiali-
zation of the kit and the system status at the end of every flying 
period of 60 flying hours. 
Two files were used in the simulation model. The first file was 
the event file and the second file was the repair queue. 
File (1) event file 
attribute (1) time of the incident 
attribute (2) event code - 1. Breakdown 
2. Cannibalization 
3. Reinitialization 
attribute (3) number of the grounded plane 
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attribute (4) number of the failed part in attribute (3) 
File (2) repair queue 
attribute (3) as above 
attribute (4) as above 
The FORTRAN Listings of the Simulation Model is provided in the 
Appendix G. 
There is a slight but important difference between the problem 
definition used in the simulation analysis and the War Readiness Spares 
Kit Problem of Chapter IV. This difference lies in the assumption of 
the cannibalization of the airplanes. In the simulation model, when 
there are only two planes awaiting repairs, then one is cannibalized to 
repair the other one. This is not the case in general. For instance, 
if the cannibalization policy requires at least three planes be grounded 
before the cannibalization, then the second cannibalization will take 
place when a second set or three planes are grounded due to lack of 
spare parts. On the other hand, in the simulation model the second can-
nibalizati.on will occur when a second set of two planes are grounded 
due to lack of spare parts. Consequently the cannibalization policy has 
an impact on the result. · It was not known what kind of policy was used 
by U.S. Air Force, when this policy was adapted. Furthermore, simula-
tion results turn out to be biased estimates of E(NORS/X). 
Simulation produces statistical estimates for E(NORS/X), namely a 
mean value E(NORS/X). 
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Four problems with 80 parts (see Table V) for a squadron of six 
planes were studied by analytical methods and simulation. The operation 
of the squadron was simulated by using spares kits obtained by analyti-
cal methods for a time horizon of 20 flying periods, or as a total of 
1200 flying hours. The analytical and simulation results are summarized 
in Table VII. The maximum number of NORS airplanes at any period of 
sixty flying hours was five (see Appendix G). 
From the simulation and analytical results, the average bias 
b = (3.65 - 2.86 + 3.77 - 3.08 + 3.77 - 2.95 + 3.71 - 2.81 + 3.73 
- 2.75 + 3.79 - 2.91 + 3.71 - 2.79 + 3.67 - 2.53) 
b = .89 
and standard deviation b 3 1.34. 
Table VII indicates that the analytical results lie within one 
standard deviation of E(NORS/X). In other words, the simulation 
results, after the adjustment for the bias resulting from the cannibali-
zation policy confirm the analytical results. Therefore the conclusion 
is that the analytical methods can indeed produce good solutions to the 
problems. 
TABLE VII 
SIMULATION OF THE KITS OF TABLE V 
The Primal Search Simulation of the Modified Solution 
Method Solutions by the Method of Brooks 
Prima 1 Search et al. 
Method 
E(NORS/X) E(NORS/X) cr E(NORS/X) 
Problem #1 3.65 
2.86 2.76* .40 .2.75 
Problem #2 3.77 
3.08 2.88* .40 2.91 
Problem #3 3. 77 
2.95 2.88* .41 2. 79 
Problem /fo4 3. 72 
2.81 2.83* .42 2.53 
*E(NORS/X) values after adjustment of biasedness; E(NORS/X)= E(NORS/X) - b 
cr is equal toV~ of the standard deviation obtained in the simulation. 
Simulation of the 
Solutions by the 
Modified Algorithm 















The main objective of this research was to develop an efficient 
algorithm and/or modify the existing methods to solve single resource 
allocation problems with a nonseparable objective function. A primal 
search algorithm was proposed after a thorough investigation of the 
mathematical properties of this class of problems. It makes use of 
monotonicity and discrete convexity of the objective function, and con-
tains heuristic rules. On the other hand, the solution method which 
was proposed by Brooks et al. [3] was modified euccessfully. This 
approach requires that the objective function be transformed into a 
separable function. The third approach was to express the single resource 
allocation problem as a saddle point problem and to find the saddle point 
solution. 
Remarks On Computational Experience 
Computational experience revealed that the modified solution method 
of Brooks et al. was computationally superior to the other two and pro-
duced good solutions. The primal search algorithm produced good solutions 
too, but was slower and less accurate in solving large size problems. The 
third approach suffers from the duality gap, and it is very slow compara-
tively to the other two. Hence it was not used for comparison. An 
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immediate consequence of this study is that the modified solution method 
of Brooks et al. can be used to solve large size War Readiness Spares Kit 
Problems efficiently and accurately. 
The simulation was proposed only to test the accuracy of the 
analytical results. This was an attempt to validate these results by 
simulating the operations of a squadron. However, some of the assumptions 
of the simulation were not exactly in compliance with the actualoperations. 
The cannibalization policy was such an assumption, hence it intro-
duced some biasedness in the simulation results. Since a thorough inves-
tigation of this policy was beyond the scope of this research, the 
biasedness was resolved heuristically by calculating the average of 
differences between the simulation and analytical results. Fortunately, 
the simulation results are in confirmation with the analytical results. 
In other words, the analytical results can indeed produce good solutions 
to the War Readiness Spares Kit Problem. 
Further Research 
There are several potential areas of research as a consequence of 
this study. One of the assumptions of the War Readiness Spares Kit 
Problem is that the demands of the spare parts are independently distri-
buted. The validity of this assumption should be questioned.· In fact, 
the demand rates and their dependency should be investigated so that 
joint distribution function can be developed. It would be gratifying to 
develop the NORS function with dependently distributed demands and solu-
tion methods to solve the War Readiness Spares Kit Problem. Another 
research area is the effects of the different cannibilization policies 
by simulation. A thorough understanding and knowledge of operations of 
squadrons in remote bases is essential for this purpose. The Primal 
Search Algorithm takes to many iterations to converge to a solution. 
There is a possibility that it might be improved in such a way as to 
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A TRANSFORMATION OF THE E(NORS/X) FUNCTION INTO 
A SEPARABLE FUNCTION 
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m n 00 n 
E(NORS/X) = 1: (1 - 1T F i (xi + j)) + I: I: 
Let 
j=O i=1 j=m+1 i=1 
m n 00 n 
= m+l - !: 1T Fi (xi + j) + I: E 
j=O i=1 j=m+1 i+1 
n 
bj= n Fi(x'i+j)forj=0,1, ••• ,m 
i=1 
m n 
(1 - Fi (xi+ j)) 






Fi (xi + j) ~ E bj I: log Fi (xi + j) 
jmQ i•1 
00 
Since (m + 1) is constant and the term E 
j=m+1 i=1 
is negligible if m is sufficiently large, 
therefore, E(NORS/X) ~ -
n m 
E E bj log Fi (xi + j) which is a 
i:al j:aO 
separable function. The problem 3.1 will then be restated as 
n m 
max r E b j log F i (xi + j) 
i•1 j=O 
n 
subject to E CiXi s.. M 
i=l 








It suffices to prove that (A.S) is strictly increasing to justify 
the implementation of marginal analysis by Theorem 4 of [5]. Obviously 
a separable function is strictly increasing if it is so in each compo-
nent individually. Thus, it is required to show that 
m 
E bj log Fi(x. + j) 
j=O l. 
is strictly increasing for each i=l, ~ •• , n. 
Let x. < y. for some i=l, ••• , n, then for any j=O, 1, ••• , m 
1 1 
Fi(x. + j) < Fi(y. + j) since F ( . ) is the cumulative sums of a 
1 - 1 i 
Poisson Distribution with mean ~i· Consequently 
On the other hand; 
m m 
~i = j:O bj log Fi(yi + j) - j:O bj log Fi(xi + j) 
is equal to 
m Fi(yi + j) 
I bj log F ( + .)· 
j=O i xi J 





F i(y i + j) 
for all i=l, ••• , n, because log F ( + ") > 0 for all i=l, ••• , n, 
i xi J 
and j=O, ••• , m and bj > for all j=O, ••• , m. 
m 
The conclusion is then t bj log F/xi + j) is strictly 
j=O 
increasing and further (A.S) is strictly increasing. 
The convergence of the algorithm of Chapter III under The 
Modified Solution Method of Brooks et al., was proved in Theorem 2 
of [3]. 
APPENDIX B 
AN EXAMPLE PROBLEM SOLUTION BY 
B. L. MILLER'S ALGORITHM 
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The Example of Section 4b will be solved by B. L. Miller's 
Algorithm with the Lagrange Multiplier A = .0001. The Lagrangian 
L(X;A) = f(X) + A(CX - M) is used in this discussion. Let g(X) repre-
sent the function L(X;A) for a_fixed A. 
Step 1. Initialization: An initial point is obtained by solving 
-1 + F i (wi - 1) + A Ci .::_:0 and -1 + F i (wi) + A Ci > 0 and setting Xi = 
max (0, wi- k) for all i=1, ••• , n where k is an input parameter and 
chosen as 1 in this particular example. Since -1 + F 1(2) + ( .0001) 
(2980) = -1 + .6496 + .2980 = -.0524 and -1 + F1(3) + (.0001)(2980) = 
. 0 
-1 + .8386 + .2980 = .1366, then u'l = 3, consequently x1 = 2. Repeating 
0 0 0 the same argument for each component yields that x 2 = 2, x3 = 2, x4 = 6, 
0 
and x5 = 6. 
Step 2. Finding A Stationary Vector: Starting from X0 = (2, 2, 
2, 6, 6), a point X is sought such that &i g(X- ei) ~ 0 and &i g(X) > 0 
for all i=1, ••• , 5. For instance for item 5, &5 g(2, 2, 2, 6, 6) is 
calculated as follows; &5 g(2, 2, 2, 6, 6) = A c5 + F5 (6 + 5 + 1) - 1. 
5 4 
- ~ (F5 (6 + j + 1)- F5 (6 + j)) TI Fi(Xi + j) 
j=O i=1 
.i F1 (2+j) F2(2+j) F3(2+j) F 4 (6+j) F 5 (7+j) - F 5 ( 6 + j ) Product 
0 .64963 .80885 .87949 .76218 .03855 .01358 
1 .83864 • 93436 .96623 .86663 .01687 • 01107 
2 .93787 .98142 .99225 .93191 .00656 .00558 
3 .97955 .99554 .99850 .96817 .00230 .00217 
4 .99414 .99907 .99975 .98630 .00073 .00072 
5 • 99851 .99983 .99996 .99455 .00021 .00020 
SUM= .03332 
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Then ~ 5 g(2, 2, 2, 6, 6) = .0345 + .99992- 1. -.03332 = .00110. Since 
it is positive, x5 c 6. This argument is repeated for each item to 
obtain a stationary vector X= (2, 2, 2, 6, 6) with f(X) = 1.28241, 
cost (X) = 21456, and g(X) = 3.42801. 
Step 3. A Heuristic Approach to obtain improvement in "Up-phase": 
n 
Let Si = ~ ek- ei, then the ratios ~i g(X + Si)/~i g(X) are ranked in 
k=i 
ascending order, and the vectors of the form X + Ui will be tested for 
improvement where Ui is the vector with +1 for variables ranked from 
1 to i and 0 for the ones ranked i + 1 to n. Calculation of the ratios 
gives ~l g(X + s1)h 1 g(X) = -5.61. ~ 2 g(X + s2)/ ~ 2 g(X) = .15, 
~ 3 g(X + s3)h 3 g(X) = 1.47, ~ 4 g(X + s4)h4 g(X) =· 1.44 and ~ 5 g(X + 
s 5)!~ 5 g(X) z 1.64. The ordering according to the magnitudes yields 
1, 2, 4, 3, 5 respectively. For instance, for i = 4 U 4 = (1, 1, 0, 1, 0) 
and X+ u4 = (3, 3, 2, 7, 6), but this point does not yield a better 
solution, since g(X + u4) = 3.48107 is greater than g(X) = 3.42801. 
Repeating the same argument for each component results that the current 
solution is stationary. 
The same argument is repeated for the "down-phase" too. This does 
not yield a better solution either. 
Step 4. A Second Initialization and Reducing the Set of Potential 
Improving Points. 
First the up-phase is implemented. For instance fori= 1, the 
vector (0, 1, 1, 1, 1) will be checked for improvement by looking at 
~ 1 g(2, 3, 3, 7, 7). Since ~ 1 g(2, 3, 3, 7, 7) = -.028 is negative, 
the test fails. Fori= 2, the vector (1, 0, 1, 1, 1) is tested and 
* ~2 g(3, 2, 3, 7, 7) .,. .005, then the conclusion is that x2 can not be 
3. Ne!Kt the vector (1, 0, 0', 1, 1) is used for the third component and 
t. 3 g(3, 2, 2, 7, 7) = -.056. Similarly t. 4 g(3, 2, 3, 6, 7) = -.069 and 
t. 5 g(3, 2, 3, 7, 6) = -.022~ The test fails fori= 1, 3, 4, and 5. 
Consequently Part 1 is used. Calculation of the ratios t. 1 g(2, 3, 3, 
7, 7)/t.1 g(2, 2, 2, 6, 6) = ..;.5.61,113 g(3, 2, 2, 7, 7)/t.3 g(2, 2, 2, 6, 
6) = 1.37, t. 4 g(3, 2, 3, 6, 7)/t. 4 g(2, 2, 2, 6, 6) = 1.33 and finally 
t. 5 g(3, 2, 3, 7, 6)/t.5 g(2, 2, 2, 6, 6) = 1.52 gives that the maximum 
ratio is for i = 5. By contradiction it will be proved that s5 = 1 
implies s3 = 1 where X + S is the point to be tested. Since b0 = -AC3 
-t-. 3 g(2, 2, 3, 6, 7) = .042 > 0, s3 can not be 1. Repeating this 
argument for i = 1 and i = 4 does not yield a better solution. Conse-
quently the down phase is implemented. Down-phase does not generate a 
better feasible solutio~. Finally the conclusion is that X= (2, 2, 2, 
6, 6) is a stationary point. 
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APPENDIX C 
THE FORTRAN LISTING OF THE 
SAMPLE PROGRAM GENERATOR 
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c c .................................... . 
c • • 
c • • 
C • SAMPLE PRO!l.f/4 GEi~jfR.ATOR "' 
c • • 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
1 DIMENSION MllDOI,AI1001oBI1001oAXI1001,11XIlCOI,AUXIlOOI ,BUXUO:II, 
*XI1001 
c 
c INPUT THE PROBLEM SIZE 
c 
2 REA015o1001 NSIZE 
3 100 FOI'MATIJltl 
c 
c INPUT THE C.4T4 
c 
~ REAOI ~ollUJ IMI1Jol•1o100l 
' REA015ol201 IX.I 11,1•1,10-ll 6 110 FORMAT 120 14 I 
7 120 FJRMATI20Fio.OI 
• 00 9 1•1 .100 9 AI I l•fLOATIMilll 
10 9 C'JNTINUE 
c 
c 
c GENERATE FIV£ SAMPLE PROBLEMS 
c 
11 IIR IT E 16, 2!10 I 
12 25J FORMAT 11 Hlt' SAMPLE PROBLEMS'! 
c 
13 IX•12H!I 
u 00 15 I SAV•l ,5 
15 JTOT•lOO 
16 00 10 1•1,100 
17 All J •flOAT CHI I II 
Ul 10 Blli•XIII 
c 
c GENERATE A PROBABILITY FROM i. UiljJFORM DISTRIBUTION 
( 
19 00 20 J•l, 1\S lZ E 
20 CALL R.t.NOUIIXoiYoPI 
21 IX• IV 
22 DO 25 JJ•1o100 
c 
c FIND TI1E ITEM SELECTED 
c 
23 PJ•FLOATIJJI/FLOATIITOTI 
2~ IFIP.GT oPJ I GO TO 25 
25 ISEL•JJ 
26 GO TO 30 
27 25 CONTINUE 
211 30 UIJI•AIISELI 
29 BX IJ I• B I IS El I 
30 00 ItO 1•1 , IT OT 
31 lfii-ISELI 45olo0oSO 
c 
e OJ SORO TI-lE SELECTED ITEM FROM THE L 1ST c 
32 "' AUX lll•AIII 33 BUXI!I•PH II 
]~ GO TO loO 
35 5U 11•1-l 
36 AU X I Ill • A I II 
37 lliXIIli•BI II 
311 40 CDNT INUE 
e 
c DECIIEASE HE NUMBER IN THE LIST BY ONE 
c 
39 ITOT•ITDT-1 
40 CO 55 1•1, ITDT 
~1 Blli•BUXIll 
lo2 55 All I•AUXI II 
~3 20 OlNT I'IIJ E 
c 
c IIR IT E OUT THE SA ~PLE PROBLEMS 
c ..... WR ITEI6o2lJI I SAY 
"'' loR ITEI6o 21GI IAXI JloJ•l oNSI ZEI ~6 WR ITE16o2101 IBXIJ loJ•1oNSIZEI 
47 15 CONTINUE 































A List of the Variables in the Computer Program 
Step size 
The Subroutine that finds an initial point 
Product of the parameters p (user determined) and pk 
Budget 
Cost of item I 
The parameter pk 
The dot product of the cost and direction vectors 
The dot product of the cost vector and the current 
solution, also the cost of the kit 
The dot product the cost vector with itself 
Cost of the current solution 
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The dot product of the Cost vector the vector of first 
differences at a solution 
The first difference 
The direction vector 
E(NORS/X) 
Parameter for testing the sufficiently closeness 
Integer Optimal Solution 
Indicator of the search direction. If ITETA = 1, the 
search is in the positive direction, if ITETA = -1, 
it is in the negative direction. 
Current integer solution 
Initial solution 
Indicator of the result of the search, "1" means success, 
"O" means failure 
Total number of items in the problem 
New integer point 






Number of NORS function evaluations 
Number of steps within iteration NITER 
Upper bound· 
Parameter p (user determined) 
Function routine which calculates the individual 
poisson terms 
POISON (40, 100) The matrix which contains the cumulative Poisson sums 
SIRALA (X,IR) The subroutine which ranks the array X in descending 
order. IR(k) gives the rank of X(k). 
TABLE (POISON) The subroutine which fills in the matrix POISON 
UCOS Cost of NEWP 
UNORS E(NORS/NEWP) 
VNORS Function Routine to calculate E(NORS/X) funtion 
XLAG Lagrange parameter (user determined) 



































FORTRAN Listing of the Computer Program 
1JCB TIME•05 
c ·······~···························  • • 
c • * 
C * A PRIMAL SEARCH ALGORITHM * 
c * • 
c • * 
c **'¥······························· c 
C MAIN PROGRAM: TO READ IN THE DATA 
C T 0 WRITE OUT THE SOLUTIO~ S 
c 
DIMENSION IX( lOOt,IOXI 1001 tlYilOOI,OELTtdlOOI 
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COIU·:ON N, M/ BLOCK 1/C I 100 )/BLOCK 2/XLAM( 100) /BLOCK3/BUTC E t PAR/BLOC K4. 




















REAC(5,110) IXU.MCI ),l•l,N) 
REA0(5,120l PAR,kL~G 
CALCULATE T~E PROBABILITIES 
CALL TABLEIPDJSO"') 
FINO AN INITIAL SOLUTION 
CALL BASL~IXLAG, lYI 
00 10 I,.1,N 
10 IX(J)•lY(l) 
START THE OPTIMIZATIO~ 
CALL OPT IMIIX, IOX,ENORS,CJSTJ 
PRINT THE RESULTS 
WRITEC6,40·::ll 
WRIT£(6,405) NOPR 
WR 1 T E ( 6' 2 0 <;) NIB u TC E 
Wrl. IT E I 6, 200 l 
In 2CI T•l,N 
20 WR ITE C 6, 210) I ,C ( [) , XL A Mill ,I Y I II ,J OX III 
IlK ITEC 6, 2'Jll ENORS,COST 
WRITECl>r2051 NNORS 
WRITE(6,2201 NITER, fNSTEPCltrl•l,NITERJ 
WRITE(6,2501 PAR,XLAG 




20.:> FD RM Arc 111, 3 ax, 1 1 N 1 r 1 A L • , 5 x, 1 OPTI "4AL' .1, sx, • n EM' , 3 x, • casT 1 UN IT • , 6 
1Xr'DEMAND'r4X, 1 SOLUTION',4Xr •SOLUTI0\1 1 ,//J 
201 FORMATC///t5X,lOHECNORS/Xl•rf10.5 ,5X,9HCOSTCXJs:S,Fl0.2) 
205 FOR.'o!AT( //, 5X, 1 14 ::IF NORS tVALUATIO:~S•' r14) 
209 FORI1ATI///,5Xtl1Htl OF ITEMS .. , l4t3X,SHBUDGET:~S,Fl0.2J 
210 FORMATC5X, 1 1 1 , l3r212XrFl0.2J,2C8Xrl~l J 
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31t 22l FORMATCI/r5Xr 't OF tTERATI:lNS•'rl4r/r 5X,•I OF STEPS IN EACH llERA 
II<ION: 1 r15X,ZOI4JJ 
35 25J FORMAT(//, 5X, 'LAMSDAx' ,F 10. 2r 5Xr' LAGR.ANCE MULTI Pll ER• 1 , Fl0.8 ,/I 
36 40:> FORMATI1Hl,//r10Xr 1 A PRIMAL SEARCH METH::JD') 












































SUBROUTiNE OPTl~l IX, IOX,ENORS~COSTl 
• 
OPTIMIZATION ROUTINE * 
• 
DI'~ENS ION lX I 100 ), IOXI lOJ lt OlRECC 1001 rDEL TAC 1001 ,NEw> U OOJ, 
lXNEWilOOJ ,NEIGHilOO J ,IVClOOJ.l~ANKflOOJ,XDEL(l)J) 
COMMON N ,M/B LOCK1/C ( 100 I/ BLOC K2/XLAM( lOJ I/BLDCK3/ BUTC E, PAR/ BLOCK4 
•NITER,NST EPC 500) 
N [T ER•l 
EN DRS •'1/ NORS l I X J 
COST•PROO( IX) 
CKAREsOQTPiH C) 
EVAlUATE HiE FIRST DIFFERENCE$ 
200 CALL TJREVIIX,OELTA) 
NS TEP CN I TERJ •0 
OENOMa DOTPR( DELTA J 
CB ET A=DE NC~/CK AR.E 
c 
c EVALUATE THE OIR ECUDN PARAMETER PK 
BET A=PAR*CBET.A 
c 
c DETERMINE THE SEARCH DIRECTION 
DO 10 1•1, N 
DIRECCil•DELTAIIJ-BETA*CCll 
WS Aa A8S l C IR EC C I II 
IFli.EQ.lJ CO TO 15 
lFIWSA.LE.XSlJ GO TO 10 
15 XS I•WSA 
10 CONTINUE 
c 
c NORI-lALIZE THE DIRECT ION 
0011 I :rrl, ~ 
11 DIR ECC I I•D lREC C 11/XSI 
c CALCULATE T~E STEP SIZE ALPHA 
CDOTOcOOTPRfOIREC) 
CDOTX*PROOIIXJ 
XN•SORT l FLOAT I Nl J 
AMAX•(BUTCE-CDCTXJ/CCOOTD*XN) 
IF I AMAX .L T.l. 0 t AMA X•l. 0 
MM fiX • IF I X I AMA X+ .5 I 
A'UX•fLOA TIMMA XJ 
Al FA• ~AX 
c 
c 08TA lN A NEW POINT 
10::1 00 20 r• 1, N 
W~•FLOATilXI I) hALFA*DIRECUl+.5 
IFCWN.GE.l.l GO TO 20 
WN•l.:> 

























































CALCULATE ITS COST $ ECNORS/XJ 
UCOS•PROD(NEWP t 
U~ORSsVNORSCNEW~I 
IF INFEASIBLE , PERFORM A SEARCH IN THE NEGATIVE DIRECTION 
IFiliCOS.GT.BUTCEI GO TO 30 
IF A BETTER FEASISLE POINT, REPEAT TH(:: STEPS 
IFIUNORS.LT.ENORSI GO TO 500 
IT ET A•l 
GO TO 40 
30 IT ETA•-1 
40 CALL SEARCH ITETArUCOS,UNORS,ENORS,NEWP,KOOEI 
IFtKODE.EQ.l l GO TO 500 
IFIALFA.EQ.1.J GO TO 900 
AI.. F A::r AL F A-1. 





500 D1 45 l.,l,N 
45 lXI I )c~EWP( I I 
600 COST=UCOS 
ENORS•dJNORS 
N I TE'R•~ ITER+ 1 
GO TO 200 
1000 DO 50 I •1, ,t. 





THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS SEARCHES EITHER IN POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE 01 
DIMENSION NEWPUOOlrNEIGH( lOOJ,IRANKI 100),0ELTAll00lt 1NSETC100) ,o 
*LilCOl 
COMMON N,M/BLOO< 1/Cl 100 J/8LOCK2/XLAMI lOJ) /OLOCK3/BUTCE, PAR/BLOCK4 
• Nl TER,NS TEPI"SOO) 
NST EPI,_. IT ERl•NSTEP(NlTERI+l 
IF(lTETA.EO.U GO TO 9 
CALCULATE THE FIRST DIFFERENCES FOR "lEGAliVE DIREt;TICN 
CALL TURNDtNEWP,DELTAI 
GO TO 11 
CALCULATE TH FIRST DIFFERENCES 
9 CALL TUREVINEWP,DELTAI 
11 DO 10 I•l,N 
DELl AI I) •FLOAT I IT ETA )*DEL TACl J 
10 DEL I I )a DELTA( 1 I 
c 
c RANK THE FIRST DIFFERENCES 
CALL S lRALA( DEl, IRo\ NKI 
00 20 I• 1, N 
DO 15 J•l,N 
JV•J 
JFIIRANKIJ).EQ.l) GO TO 17 
15 CONTINUE 
17 l'IISET(Il•JV 
20 CDNT INU E 
c 
C CHECK WHETHER THERE IS A BETTER FEASIBLE POINT 
c 
1 2 0 0~ 2 5 t •1 , N 
l H J II AL,. I ~ S E T ( I I 
122 COSJ,.UCOS+FLOAH ITETAI*CIJYALJ 
123 lfCCOSJ.GT.BUTCEI GO TO 25 
124 00 35 JJ•l,N 
125 35 NEIGH!JJJ•~EWPIJJ) 
12& JFINEWPfJVAU~EQ.O.ANl.lTElA.EQ.-1) GO TO 25 
127 NEICHCJVALJzNEWPCJVALI+ITETA 
128 XNORS•UNORS-DELTACJVAL) 
12~ IF (XNORS..;ENORS) 100,120,110 
130 25 CONT INJ E 
131 GO TO 120 
132 110 DO 4:) I• 1, N 
133 40 NEWP C l) zNE IGHC I) 
134 U~ORS•XNORS 
135 UCQSmCOSJ 
C lF NO BETTER FEASIBLE PJINTt FAILlJRE S KOJE•O 
136 120 KODE•O 
137 RETURN 
c 
C IF A BETTER FEASIBLE POINT~ SUCCESS S KODE•l 
1313 100 KODE=l 
139 00 70 I•l,N 





l45 FUNCTION PROD( IX) 
c 
C TO CAlCULATE TtiE DJT PR~DUCT C.IX 
c 
146 DIMENSION IXl 100) 
c 
147 COMMON N,M/BLOCK1/Cil001 
148 SUM• 0.0 
L49 00 10 l•l,N 
150 l X I • I X ( I ) 
151 10 SUMs SU'1+FLOA Tl IXII!t<C I It 
152 PROO:SLJM 
153 RETURN 
154 E~ 0 
155 FUNCTION DOT PR l X) 
c 
C TO CALCULATE THE DOT PRODUCT t.X 
c 
156 DIMENSION X!100) 
157 COMMON N,M/BLOCKl/:ClOOI 
158 SUH•O .::> 
15 9 DO 1 0 J •1 , N 
160 SUH•SU~+ClJI•XCJI 









FUNCTION \'NOR S li )0 




DIMENSION IX l lOO),PMI 100, 20),PRQ( 20) 
CO~MON N, M/fiLOCK5/POISON (40 ,1 00 )/ COUNT/NNORS 




171 NN OR S•NNORS+1 
112 Hl,./1+1 
173 SUM~O.O+OO 
174 00 20 JJ•lrMl 
175 PROCJJI•l.D+OO 
176 00 26 I I•l,N 
177 IXJ3fX(Il)+JJ-l 
178 IF( IXJ.(;T.Q) GO TO 24 
179 XX•POFOPC IXJ, III 
lSJ CO TO 25 
181 24 IF( IXJ .GT .40) IXJ,.40 
182 XX,.POISON( lXJ, 11) 
1H3 25 IFCXX.LT.EPSC) XX•O.O 
18'• IFIPROIJJI.LT.EPSQ) GO TO 20 
185 PROtJJI=PRCCJJ)*XX 
186 26 CUNT PWE 
187 20 SUM:SU~+1.-PROCJJ)· 
188 TOPL•O.D+OO 
189 00 30 l•lrN 
19) K"'l 
lSl 40 MXK•IXII)+M+2+K 
192 WX•POFOPIHXK, I l 
193 WW•FLOAT(K+l)*WX 
194 IFIWX.LT.EPSI GO TO 30 
195 TOPL.;TOPL+wW 
19~ K~K+l 
197 GO TO 40 
198 30 CONTINUE 
199 V~ORSsSUH+TOPL 
20~ RETURN 
21)1 aJ o 
202 SUBROUTINE TUREVliX,DELTAI 
c 
C TO EVALUATE THE FIRST DIFFERENCES 
c 
203 DIMENSION IXllOOI,OELTAilOOJ 
204 COMMON N, M 
c 
205 00 10 K•l,N 
2CJ6 OELTACKI•Olf(IX,KJ 
207 ll CONT HIJ E 
208 RETURN 
209 END 
210 SUBROUTINE TURND(NEWP,OELTAI 
c 
C TO EVALUATE THE FIRST DIFFERENCES IN NEGATIVE ) IREC TI ON 
c 





























































C.O MMO!i N, M 
DO 10 I•l,N 
DO 20 J•l,r-. 
IF(J.(O.[) GO TO i5 
NE IGH(J 1•1\E~PCJ) 
GO TO 20 
25 NEIGH(J I*NEWP(J)-1 
IFI"lEIGH(JI.LT.OI NEIGH(J)•O 
20 CONTINUE 




FUNC"!"ION DlF( IX,KI 
TO COMPUTE HE FIRST DIFFERENCE OF ITEM K 
DIMENSION lX!lOOI 
COMMON N1 M/BLOCK5/POISJN(40,10't 
DOUBLE PRECISION PRO,SUM,EPSQ 
EP SQ=l .D-08 
'-!1=14+1 
S:.JM" 0. D•OQ 
OJ 20 Jl:zl,Ml 
PRO=l.D+OO · 
J= J 1-1 
OJ 30 I •1 ,N . 
IXJz IX( I J+J 
IF ( I • EQ • K l GO T 0 2 5 
IF (I XJ. EQ.Ol GO TIJ 23 
IFIIXJ.GT.391 IXJ•39 
PRQs:PRfJ•POISQIIj ( IXJ, I J 
GO TO 30 
23 IX J 1= I XJ 
GO TO 26 
25 IXJl.,IXJ+l 
2.6 1FIPRO.LT.EPSQ) GJ TO 20 
PRO,.PRO*PCFOP( IXJl, I) 
30 C:J~TINUE 
20 SUM•SUH+PRO 
lXM•lX( K )HI+l 




. SU OROUT INE TABLE I PO ISDN) 
TO FILL IN TrE ARRAY FOR CUMULATIVE POISSON SU~S 
DI"'ENSION POISCNI40.,1JQ) 
C0~1MO~ N, M/B LOCK2/XLAMI lJOI 
OO'JBLE PRECIS ION EPS, TERM, SU"'X 
EP S• 1.0-06 





262 DD 20 Jszl ,40 
2t:3 TERM.,TERM*XLAI4IJI/FLOAHI I 
26+ Il<•I 
265 IFITERM.LT.EPSI GO TO 25 
2tb SUHX=SUMX+TERM 
267 POISON! I,Jl=EXPC-XLAMIJ ll•su·~x 
268 IFIPOISON(I,Jl.GT.l,Ol POISONII,JI=l.'J 
269 20 CJNT INU E 
270 25 IFIIX.EQ.40) GOTO 10 
271 O'J 30 I"' IX r40 
2 72 30 PO I SON ( I, J J• 1. 0 
273 10 CONTINUE 
274 RETURN 
275 END 
276 FUNCTION POFOP (K, 1) 
c 
C TO CALCULATE INOIVIOJAL TERMS OF THE PJISSON DISTRIBUTION 
c 
277 COMMON /BLOCKZ/XLAM I l ')J) 
278 DOUBLE PRECISION SUM,WW 
c 
279 SUM,.O .~ +00 
2 80 IF I K • LT • 2 I GO T 0 10 
281 00 15 J•2,K 
282 SUMzSUM+ALOGIFLOATIJll 
2B3 15 CONT INJE 
264 10 WW=-XLAMCII+K*ALOGCXLAMIIl)-SUH 
21!5 IF IWW .l T .-15 .0 I GO TO 20 
286 PDFOP~JEXPIWW) 
287 Gu TO 25 
288 20 PDFQPz::Q .0 
289 25 RETURN 
290 E~O 




THIS SUBROUTINE RANKS AN ARRAY OF ELEMENTS IN DESCENDING ORDER 






















DIMENSION XC 100), IR( 100), ISEQC 1001, Yl 100) 
00 9 (sl,N 
9 ISEQCIJ•I 
DO 10 I •1 ,N 




00 20 J •1 rNl 
IFIXIJI.GT.XMINI GO TO 21 
GO TO ZJ 
21 XMIN•XIJI 




IF!Nl.EQ.lJ GO TO 10 
78 
310 NZ•Nl-1 
311 DO 30 J•l, N2 
312 IFlJ.LT.IMINJ» GO TO 33 
313 Jl•J+l . 
3l't Is. EQ I J I • IS EQ I J 1) 
315 VI JI•XIJU 
316 GO TO 29 
317 33 YIJI=X(JJ 
318 29 XIJI•YIJI 
319 30. CONTIN:.JE 
320 10 CO NT I M.l E 
321 RETURN 
322 END 
323 SUBROUTINE BASLAtXLAG,lX) 
c 
C THIS SUB~OUTIN FINDS AN INITIAL POINT riiTH A PREDETERMINED 
C LAGRANGE PARAMETER 
( 
324 DIMENSION JXIlJO) 
325 C::JMMON N ,M/BLOCKl/C ( l00a/6LOCK5/POI SON(ftl ,1001 
c 
326 00 10 1•1, ti 
327 lW•O 
328 A::XLAC*C(II+PDFOPIIW,II-1. 
32? IFIA.GE.O.OI GO TO 10 
330 15 IW"' IW+l 
331 8-o A+POFOPI IW, I I 
332 IFU.LE.O.O.ANO.B.GT.O.OI GO TO 10 
333 A,. 8 
334 GO TO 15 




A PPt MAL SEARCH MET HOD 
PROBLEM ~'UMBER 1 
I OF ITEMS• 5 BUDGET•$ 25000.00 
I NlT IAL OPTIMAL 
IT EM COST/UN IT DEMAN) SOLUTION SOLUTION 
' 1 2980.00 2 .to 2 3 ' 2 1751.00 1.50 2 2 J 3 462.00 1.20 3 3 
N 4 1500.00 5.00 6 6 
' 5 345 .oo 3. 5i) 6 6 
E (NORSlX Js .0.98571 COSH X J• S 24898.00 
i OF NOJ:S EV ALU AT ION S:o 3 
N OF ITERAT IONS• 2 
M OF STEPS IN EACH IT ERAT ICJJ: 2 3 
lAMBDA» 0.85 LAGRA~GE HULTIPLIER•0.00020000 
STATEMENTS EXECUTED• 13876 
CORE USAGE OBJECT CODE• 15256 BYTES,ARRAY A~EA• 43028 B 'tTE S, TOTAL AREA AVAilABLE• llt5408 BYTES 
DIAGNOSTICS NUMBER OF ERRORS• O, NUMBER OF WARNI~GS• Or ~U~BER )f EXTENSIJNS• 0 
CCM P IL E T IM E• 0.27 SEC,EXECUHON TIME• 0.24 SEC, 12.35 .s 2 MONDAY It AUG 80 IUTFIV - JUN 1971 
APPENDIX E 
COMPUTER CODE FOR THE MODIFIED 
ALGORITHM OF BROOKS ET AL. 
80 
81 
A List of the Variables in the Computer Program 
BO Coefficients b0 , b1 , ••• , bm 
C(I) Cost of item I 
COST Cost of the current solution X 
ENORS E(NORS/X) 
EPS Parameter for testing sufficiently closeness 
F(l00,50) Matrix for the cumulative poisson sums 
ICOUN Counter for the number of iterations 
IMAX The index I for which RATIO(I) is maximum 
IX(lOO) Current solution 
M An upper bound 
N The total number of items under consideration 
NOPR Problem number 
NSTEP (ICOUN) Number of steps in iteration ICOUN 
OPTIM The optimization routine 
PDFOP Function routine which calculates the individual poisson 
terms 
RATIO (100) Ratio of return per dollar'investment 
RMAX Ratio (IMAX) 
TABLE The subroutine to fill in the matrix F(100,50) 
XLAM (100) Poisson demand rates 
XINVT Budget 




































The FORTRAN Listing of the Computer Program 
MODIFIED SOlUTIOtl. METHOD OF BROOKS ET AL 
DIMENSION lXIlOOI,BO!lOOI 
COMI-ION N, M/BL 0 CK 1/C I l.JO), XI NVT /Bl 0C K2/XLAMI 1 ~01 /8 LOCK4/1' Cl JO, 50 tl 
* LOCK5/ICOUN,NS TEP (50 1 
EPS• .001 
EPSQ=EPS**Z 




REACI5, 1101 IXLAHll ltl•l,N) 
WR ITE!6,4001 
\RITEI6,4051 NOPR 
WRITECb, 1051 NrXI~VT 
!oil 2 M+l 
INITIALIZE T~E PARAMETERS B 
OCJ 10 J"'l ,M 
10 BO IJ 1 .. 0.0 
BOCM11=1.0 
CALCULATE T~E PROBABILITIES 
CAlL TABlE l F J 
IC:OI,IN:ol 
C PfRFORH THE OPTIMIZATION 
c 























00 ZO Jl•l ,Ml 
PR0•1 .0 
DO 40 l5•l,N 
IXJ•IXf ISI+Jl 
If I lXJ .GT .50 J GO TO 40 
PRO•PRO• F I I5, 1 XJI 
40 CONTINUE 
IFIPRO.LT .EPSQI PRO•O.O 
SUHSQ•SUMSO+ l l BO( Jl 1-PROl"'*Z) 
BO IJ li•PRO 
2J CONT IN'J E 
IF SO, TERMINATE AND PRINT THE RESULTS 
IFISUMSQ.LT.EPSI GO TO S~l 
OTHERWISE REPEAT THE STEPS 
1 COUN•l COUN+l 
83 
33 GO TO 1000 
3't 500 WRITEl6,2401 
35 0) 3C l•l,N 
3 b 30 W R IT E I 6, 2 50 J J , C I I J , XL AM I t J , I X l I J 
37 ENORS "'/NOR Sl IX J 
38 \ol~ I TE I 6 , 2 0 1 J E NCR S , C 0 S T 
39 WKITEC6,3)JJ (BOIJI,J•l,MlJ 
40 ""ITE(6,30ll ICClJN; CNSTEP(IJ, I•l, ICOJN) 
41 90 P.JfVIAH141 
42 100 P.JRMAT(2I4,Fl0.0) 
43 105 FORMATI//,SX,'i'l"'' ,I4,5X,• BUDGET.aS 1 ,Fl:l.2) 
44 110 FORMATI 10F8.01 
45 2.)1 FORMAT II/, SX, 1 OHE PWRS/XI•, FlO .s, 2X t9~0ST( XJ z:$ ,F 10.21 
46 240 FJR~ATI///,38X,•OPTIMAL',/,5X, 1 lTEM't3X, 1 COST/JNlT't!IX, 1 0EMANO',lt) 
1, 'SOLUTION 1,//1 
47 7.50 FuRMATCSX,'N', 13,212X,FD.ZJ,8X,I4J 
41\ 300 FJR"'ATI//,5X,•a:•,lOF10.3J 
49 3Jl RlRMATI///,5X, l6Hji OF ITERATIONSa,Jit,//,C 5X 1 1 1 Oi= SlEPS IN EACH I~ 
*ERATION:• tZ0141J 
50 400 F:JRMAT UHitl/, 5X, 'THE MODIFIED SOLUTION METHOD OF BROOKS ET AL' ,/, 
• I 
51 405 FORMATII//,5X, 'PROBLEM NUMBER' ,14) 
52 STOP 
53 END 


























DIM ENS ION IX( 100), 80( lJOJ, RATlJ( 100) ,MRI 100) 




00 lJ I•l,N 
I X I J) •0 
CALCULATE THE RATIJ DF RET~RN PER EACH DOLLAR INVESTED FOR EACH ITE 
su 11•0. •) 





N STEP I I C 0 UN I •1 
200 NOR•O 
NSTEPliCOUNI•NSTEPI ICOUNI+l 
0~ 21 I•l,N 
21 MRIII•-1 
100 IMR•O 
C FIND THE MAXIHJM RATIOS ADO ONE lNIT JF THIS IlEH TO THE KIT 
c 
13 D~ 20 Js l,N 
74 IFIMRIJJ.EO.ll GO TO 25 
75 IMR•IM~+l 
76 IFI IMR.EQ.ll GO TO 26 
17 IFlRAT 10( Il.LE.RMAX) GJ T:J 25 










HR I IHAX I •1 





If COST EXCEEDS THE BUDGET, FINC THE IT EM WHICH WILL "tiELO MAXIMUM 




























IF ( XCOST .GT .X INVT I GO TO 30 
COST,.XCOST 
1 X I I M AI< ) • 1 X l I "1 AX) +l 
SUM .. O.J 
00 35 J•l,Ml 
IXJ=lX( I,..AXI+J 
IXJl=tXJ+l 
IF( [XJ.GE.501 GO TO 35 
WW•FI IMAX, IXJ 11/FI IMAX, IXJ) 
SU~aSUM+ BC CJI* ALOGC WWt 
35 CONTINUE 
OTHfRWlSE UPCATE TliE RATIO(IHAXJ, REPEH THE STEPS 
RATIO( IMAXJ•SUM/CC I MAXI 
GO TO 200 
30 NOR•NOR+l 




CALCULATING CUMULATIVE POISSON SUMS 
DIMEtiSION FC100,50) 
CU MMON N ,H/BLOCKl /C U 00 J, X 1 NVT I BLOCKHXUM ( 1) J J 
DOUBLE PR ECt S ION EP Sr TERM, Sl:M 
104 EPS•l.D-06 
105 00 10 I• l,N 
10~ FCJ,li"POFQP(O,tl 
107 TERM•l.O+OO 
108 SU M•l. 0+00 
109 00 30 J•Z,50 
110 TERH.,TERH*XLAMl ll/FLOAT(J-11 
lll JX .. J 
112 lF(TfRM.LT.EPSI GO TO 25 
113 SUM• SU'hTERM 
114 FC I,JJ•EXPl-XLAIH [))*SUM 
115 IFCFll,Jl.GT.l.Ol f(l,JI•l.O 
llb 3J CONTINUE 
117 25 lf-CJX.EQ.50J GO TO 10 
llB OJ 35 J•JX,50 
119 35 Fll,Jt•l.O 
120 10 CONTINUE 
121 RETUR~ 
lZZ El\10 
123 FUNCTION PDFOP(K,II 
c 





COH~ON /BLOCK2/XLA~ ( 1001 
OOU BL E PRECIS I CN SUM, WW 
126 SU"'cO.D+OO 
12 7 IF C K. L T • 2 I CO T 0 10 
128 DO 15 J•2,K 
129 S~M•SU~+ALOCCFLOAT(J)I 
13 <J 15 CO NT J NJ E 
131 10 loiW•- XLAH I I )+K*ALOGCXLAM li I I -SUM 
132 IFIWW.LT.-15.QI CO TO 20 
133 POFOPsOEXPIWW) 
134 CO TO 25 
135 20 PDFOP•;) .0 
136 25 RETURN 
1:";7 E~D 
138 FUNCTION V NORS liX I 
c 
C CALCULATING THE E (NOR S/XI FUNCTION 
c 
139 DIMENSION lXIlOOl,PR0(20J 
140 COMMON N,M/BLOCK4/F(100r501 
141 00'JBLE PRECIS ICN SUM, PRO, TOPL 
c 
142 EP S• .OJ001 
143 M1zM+1 
144 SUMaQ.D+OO 
145 D:l 10 J•l,M1 
14~ PROIJJ=l.C+OO 
147 DO 20 1•1,~ 
148 IXJ• IX I I) +J 
1~ 20 PROIJ)rPRQ(J)*fU,JXJ) 
150 10 SUM•S'I"'+l.-PRO(JI 
151 TOPL•~.D+OO 
152 00 3 0 I •1 , N 
153 K•O 
154 40 MXK• lXI I HM+2+K 
155 WX•POfOP(~XK,I) 
156 WW•FLD4T(K+11*WX 
157 IF(WX.LT.EPS) GO TO 3:> 
158 TOPL•TOPL+WW 
15C} K•K+l 
160 GO TO 40 






THE "'GDIFIED SOLUTION METKJO OF BROOKS ET AL 
PROeL E.H NUJotBER 1 
5 BUOGETaS 25000.00 
OPTI HAL 
IT E"' COST /UN 1-T OE.HANO Sll LUTI ON 
II 1 2980 .oo 2.10 2 
fl z 17 51 .oo 1.50 2 
• 3 462.00 1.20 4 
' 4 1500.00 s.oo 7 • 5 345.00 3 .5:> 9 
EINQRS/XJ• 0.98619 COSTlXJ:r$ 24915.00 
B: 0.45') 0.728 0.891 0.~88 a. 996 
I OF ITERAT JONS• 3 
I# OF STEPS IN EACH ITERATION: 23 26 26 
STATEMENTS EXECUT Eo- 8963 
CORE USI\GE OBJECT COOE:a 732•) BYTESt ARRAY AR EA• 228)0 BYTES, TOTAL AREA AVAIL~BLE• 14Sit08 BYTES 
DIAGNOSTICS NUMBER OF ER~ORS• O, NUMBER OF WARNINGS• 0 , NUH BcR 0 F EXT ENS I ONS• 0 
.. 
CO,.PflE Til-lE• 0.13 SEC, EXECUTION T 1'1 E• o .14 se:, 12.11.57 MONDAY It AUG 80 WATFIV - JUN 1977 
APPENDIX F 




























A List of the Variables in the Computer Program 
The cost of the current solution for subroutine DUALPR 
Minimum of A(I) which exceed BUTCE; A(IXM) 
Maximum of A(I) which are less than BUTCE; A(IXP) 
Subroutine which finds an initial point 
Budget 
Cost of the item 
Total cost of the current solution 
E(NORS/X) (used only in DUALPR) 
CX(IXM) 
CX(IXP) 
Function routine for calculating first differences 
The dot product of two vectors 
Subroutine which solves the dual problem to obtain the 
Lagrange multiplier 
E(NORS/X) 
The subroutine which reads in the necessary data and 
initializes the arrays 
Starting solution.X0 
Current solution 
Solution obtained in the Subroutine BASLA 
Solution obtained in the Subroutine SEARCH 
Solution obtained in the Subroutine TARAMA 
Final and/or optimal solution 
Initial solution 
Parameter for finding an initial point in BASLA 





















SIRALA (X, IR) 
TABLE 
89 
Total number of items under consideration 
Nt.nnber of times Subroutine ARAMA called 
Number of time Subroutine BASLA called 
Number of iterations 
Number of points generated by the Saddle Point Search 
Algorithm 
Problem number 
Number of times Part 1 called 
Number of times Part 2 called 
Number of times Part 3 called 
Number of times SEARCH called 
Number of E(NORS/X) function evaluations 
Optimization Routine 
The subroutine which performs a test by calculating an 
upper bound to the linear program in determining 
whether a component can be increased by one 
The subroutine which calculates an upper bound for the 
sum of first differences 
The subroutine which performs the same test as in PARTl 
but sets up the linear program explicitly 
Function routine for calculating individual poisson 
terms 
Current Lagrange multiplier 
Matrix for the cumulative poisson terms 
Previous Lagrange multiplier 
The subroutine that makes a one dimensional search for 
each component separately 
The subroutine that ranks the array X in descending 
order 









The subroutine which makes an attempt for improvement 
heuristically 




Poisson demand rates 
The Linear Programming Routine which solves problems 





























FORTRAN Listing of the Computer Program 
fJOB T lr1E•05 
c ··········~··~·······$··············· 
c * * c .. • 
C * A SADDLE POINT SEARCH ALGORITHM* 
c * * 
r. + * 
c ••*••··~······················******* c 














DirHNS ION IX(100), IY( 1001 
l~PIJT THE DATA 
CALL INPUT INOPR,KPAR 1 PLAG 1 1 Yl 
PERFORM THE OPTIMIZATION 
CALL OflTIMIPLAG,KPAR 1 IY,ENQRS, IXrCOST) 




SU8ROUT I NE INPUTlll(l PR, KPA R, PL AG, IY I 
TO READ HI T 1-E DATA 
0 I MENS I 0 N l Y 11 00) 
CflMMON N, M /BLOCK 1/C I 10.1 )/BLOC K21XLA~I 1001 /BLOCK3/BUTC E 
91 
COMMON I COUNT IN ITER, NB AS I 50 I , NS EA I 50 I , NT AR I 5(} I, NARA 15 01 , N P A 1( 5G I , 








READ( 5.10-Jl N,M,61JTCE 
R E AD I 5 ,ll) I I C I 11, I" lt t-.1 I 
REAOI5tll:ll IXLAM!Ilri•1,NI 
READ(5,15JJ KPAR~ISTAR,PLAG 
INtTIALIZE TH CCUNTERS 
IIIITER•l 
NV tl')R sJ 
OJ 19 Jo::1,5v 
NeASCII"'O 
~JS EA I I l• 0 
NT AR I l I ""0 
~ARA(ll•:l 
NP Al I II = 0 
NPA2CU•') 
N? A31 ll• 0 
19 C:ONTINLiE 
DO 10 l•l rN 
lJ lY I Il•!ST AK 
CALCULATE TH:: C:J"1ULo\T IVE POl SSON SU~S 
CALL TA8lEIP~lSONJ 
92 
30 90 FORM AT I 1 41 
31 100 FOP.MATIZ I4,Fl :>.OJ 
32 110 FOR"'AH 10F8.01 
3 3 150 FD R"' AT I 2 14, F l':l .0 I 















































SUHROUT INE OTPIJTIPLAG,NOPR, IY,E~DRS,IX,C'JSTI 
WR 1T lNG flUT THE RESULTS 
iJift.ENSION IYI1.JOI.IXIl.)OI 
CJ'OID~ N ,M/BLOCKl/C. I 10:>1 /SLOCKZ/XLAMI 10JI/BLOCK3/BUTCE 
COMMON /CCl'JNT/NlTER,NBASI 50J,'4SEAC501 ,NTAR( 5JI,NARAl501 ,NPA1(501, 
•NPAZl5jJ ,t~PA31501 rNVNOR/TA8/P!liSONI5) ,UJ I 
WRIT Elf), 3.J:JI 
~ITEI6r405) NCPR 
WRITEI6,2J51 N,BUTCE 
WP. IT El 6, 22 J I 
OJ 20 [z 1 t 'II 
20 \o/P.ITEC6,225J [,CIII,XLAMIII,IY(IJ,IXIIJ 
Wk ITEC6 ,21 )I E~ORS,COST 
W~ ITEI6r2Lll PLA:i 
WRITE 16, 24:) l NITER, NVNJR 
WR I T E I 6 , 2 4 5 I 
DJ 31) I•l,NITER 
30 Wfi. ITE'I6,25)J I,!'lBASII),IISEAC II 1 1'HMI I ),'I~R~II J,N?AlU) ,NPA2(IJ,NP/ 
131 11 
205 FCJRMATI5X, 1NU~BER JF ITEMS•' ,I4,2X, 1 BUOGET:$ 1 ,Fl).21 
z 2 o F ~ R r-~ AT u 11 , 3 s x, • 1 "4 n 1 A L • , 5 x , • o P r n "'L • ", 5 x, • n: M • , 3 x, • c o s r tt.N I r • , 6 
1 Xr 1 OEM<\ND 1 14X, 1 SOLUTION' rltX, 1 SOLUTION' ,II J 
225 FOR'1ATI5X, 'II', I3,212X,FHJ.2J,218Xri4J I 
210 FORMAT(//,5X, 1 EINORS/Xl'"'' rfl0.5r5Xr 1 COSTIXI=$ 1 , Fl0.21 
230 FJRIIIATI/,SX,'LAGR~NGE MULTIPLIER•'rFlO.bJ 
240 FO:UTI//,SX,'IJ OF ITERATlJNSc 1 tl4r//r5X, 1 # OF NJRS EVALUATI0tt<S• 1 , 
1141 
245 FOR"'ATC//,5X, 1 11 OF STEPS IN EACH ITERATI'JN',//,SX,'ITERATION 1',4 
•X, 1 STEP1 STEP2 STEP3 STEP4 PHTl P~~T2 P\RT3 1 ,/I 
25C FJR'1ATI12X.I4r2X,713Xrl4-ll 
300 F!l RM AT I 1 Hl r II, 5X, 1 THE SAO :>LE POI NT SEARCH ALGOR ITHH 1 ,/II 
·405 FJRMATC///,5Xr 1 PROBLEM NJMBER'.l4,/l 
RETUR~ 
Er~ 0 
SUBROUTINE OPT lMCPLAG,KPAR,lVO,VXA, IXDrC'JSTl 
OPTlMIZATION RO'JTI"4E 
0 I ~ EN S 1 0 N l X •)( 1 0 :> I ,I X 11 1 0 :;, rl X 0 11 1l I , I Y 0 11 0::; I , C X I 5 0 I , A I 50 I , Il(2 I 10 0 
,.. I 
C~MMON N,M/ALOCK3/BUTCE/BLOCK4/NOPG/BLOCK1/Cll~OI 
CJ "''40N /C 0 UN T I NITER , NI'!.A S I 5J) , NS E A l 501 , NTAR C 511, NARA 15 :>I , NP All 5) J' 
*~PA215)),NPA3150),~VNJR 
EP S•. 000 002 
NOPG•l 
ZZzO.':l 
CX I"'OPG I•V~lDRS CZZ, I VO I 













































500 CALL BASLA!PLAG,KPH,IXOI 
If IN JT ER. GT .1) GO T 0 2 J 
DU 2 5 I • 1 , 11. 
25 IY:l( II= IX~( I I 
ST£P2: FIND A STATIONARY POINT 
20 CALL SEARCHPLAG, IX'>, IXl) 
VXl 2VNORS!PLAG~lX11 
STEP3: A HEURISTIC li'IPRJVEMENT TEST 
CALL TARAHACPLAG,JXlrVXlrlX2,VX21 
COMPARE THE 1\EW POINT WITH THE WCJ"'BENT POINT 
IF(VX2-VX11 14,12,12 
14 oo 13 z,.t,N 
1 3 I X) I I I .. I X2 I I I 
CD TO 20 
STEP~: REDUCTION OF POTENTI~L CANbiDATES BY CONTRADICTION 
12 CALL ARAM/.(PLAG, IX2,VX2,IX::J,VXOI 
I F I V X 0- V X 1 I 1 •) ,15 , 1 5 
l) O'J 1 1 I : 1 , N 
11 IXJIIl=IXO(JJ 
GJ TO 2J 
15 NOPC=NJPG+l 
READJUST THE COEFFICEINT OF THE LINEAR PROGRAM 
AlllDPGI=DOTPRC IXOI 
CO S T" A C N 0 P G l 
1/X II•V~IDRS I zz, I XO I 
CX (NOPGI •VXA 
POLD=PLAG 





IF THE ~jEW M•JLTIPLIER IS SUFFICIEhlTLT CLOSE TO OLD ONE, TERMINATE 
OTHERWISE REPEAT THE ITERATIONS 
c 
96 FARKsABSIPCLO-PLAGI 
97 lFCFARK.LT.EPS l GO TO 100:> 
98 "'I TER="H TER+l 
99 CO T'l 500 









SOLVE THE DUAL TO OBTAIN A LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER 
DI~ENSION CXI50I,A(50l 


























































00 10 I~ 1 d,IJPG 
IF CA(ll-BUiCEI 20,20,3) 
20 1Y:: IY+l 
1 r I IV • F. Q. U GO TO 2 5 
IF IA!II-AXPI U),1:),25 
2 5 AX Po: I> ( I I 
CXP sC X I I I 
GO TO 10 
30 IX= IX+l 









FINDS AN li'IIIT1AL POI'IT 
01 MENSlO~ lXI 1001 
W~'10N N,M/BLJCKl/CilJJ) 
94 
C CJ "'MON I COUNT I NITER, N!3AS I SJ I , NS EA (50 l, NT AR I 5 ')It N AR A (5) I ,N PAl( 50 I 
*"'PA215J),NPA3( 5:li.,NVNOR 
NB AS (NIT E R I= NB AS IN ITER J+ l 
01 10 I" 1 , N 
[W = 0 
A= X LAG~< C (I I+PDFOP( tW, I 1-1. 
lFCA.GE.O.j) GO TO 11 
15 IW = Iw + 1 
B=A+PDFOP( IW, I) 
JF-(A.LE.O.'J.ANO.S.GT.:).'JI GO TO 11 
A" e 






SUBROUTINE SEAACHIX LAG, IX, lXOI 
PERF'JRMS nNE DIMENSIONAL SEARCH FJR E4:H :OMPQNE~T SEPARATELY 
Df.'~ENS ION IXIlOOI, I XO( 10.)) ,I YllOOI 
(f)'~MON N, M 
COMMON /COiJNT/II.ITER,N~AS(;OJ,NSEA())) ,NTAR(5) ), NAR.Al501tNPAlC 5) I 
•NPA2151),NPA3C50),f11VNOR 
~SEAINITERI•NSEACNITERI~ 
oo· 10 I•l,N 
CALCULATE THE F 1 RST DIFFERENCE 
Xl•DIFIXLAG, IX, II 
95 
C IF IT .IS POSITIVE , THE POINT X((J IS STATIONARY, OTHERWISE 
C fJ"lO X Ill. SUCH nAT ITS FIRST DIFFER.EN:E IS P'JSITIVE 
c 
150 IF! X 11 20, 25,25 
151 20 01 11 J:l, N 
15Z If II.Eo. Jl CO TO 12 
15 3 IY I J I• I X ( J I 
l5t• GI"J T 0 11 
155 12 IYIJI•IXIJI+l 
1 '>t. 11 em; T 1111~ E 
157 Yl=DIFCXLAG,IY,IJ 
158 IFCYll 3'),36,36 
l 59 30 00 13 J • 1, N 
160 IFII-JI l3t14,13 
161 14 IXIJI•IXCJI+1 
162 13 C~Nf INJE 
H:3 Xl •Y1 
164 GO TO 20 
1 65 2 5 00 1 5 J •1 , N 
lf-6 IFII.EQ.JJ GO TO 16 
167 IYIJl"-JXCJI 
lb8 G-1 T015 
1M 1 b I Y I J I • I X I J 1-1 
l 70 IF I IV I J I .L T .I) I GJ T 0 36 
171 15 C!JI-<T INIJE 
172 Y2 = D I Fl XL A G, l Y, I I 
10 IF!'f21 36,36,40 
174 40 00 60 J•1 ,N 
175 60 IXIJI=IY(J1 1 
17t> Xl=V2 
177 GO TO 25 
17 t1 36 OJ 6 5 J • 1, N 
179 65 IXQ(J) .. IXIJI 
180 10 CJN T I~IJE 
18! RETUR~ 
162 END 
11!3 SUOROUTINE TARAMAIXLAG,JX,VX,IXO,VXDI 
c 
C OBTAINS H'PROVEMENT HEURISTICALLY 
c 
18ft Dl"'ENS JON IX I 100 ), IV( 1001, RATIOilOO), lRANKI 1001 ,I XOil OOJ 
1~5 CJMMON N,M 
186 CO:.IMON /COIJNT/NITER,NBASI50J,NSEAI501 rNTARI5:>1,NARAC501 1 NPA1(5)), 
*NPI\2(5) ),NPA3150),~V'IJR 
c 
187 'HAR('.JJTER I"'NTARINITERl+l 
188 IT ET A•l 
1A9 100 00 10 l=lr~ 
190 00 20 Jz1,N 
191 lFIJ.EQ.I) GO TO 25 
192 IfliTETA.EO.-l.AND.IXIJI.EQ.:ll GO TO 25 
193 IYIJI•IXIJI+ITETA 
1Q4 GO TO 20 
195 25 IYIJI•IX!JI 
l9b 20 CONTINUE 
lf;7 ALFB•DIFIXLAG, IV, II 
1?~ AL fAzDIF! XLAG,IX,I I 
199 RATIOIII•ALFB/ALFA 
200 10 CONTINUE 
96 
c 
C RANK THE PATIO OF FIRST DIFFERENCES OF EACH COMPONENT 
c 
201 CALL SIRALAIRATIDtlRANKJ 
20?. DO 30 l•l,t-. . 
20 3 OJ 3 5 J s 1, N 
ZOit IFC IF!A"'KIJ l.GT .1) GO TJ 38 
205 IFClTETA.EQ.-l.AND.IXIJ).EO.O) GO TO 38 
20 b IV I J I• I X I J I + I TE T A 
207 GO TC 35 
20 9 3 8 I V I J l • I X I J l 
209 35 CONT I~UE 
c 
C CALCULATE ITS EINORSIX) 
210 VY:.VNORSIXLAG, lVI 
c 
C COM?ARE WITH THE INCUMBENT SOLUTION 
211 IFIVLLT.VXI GO TO 50 
212 30 C:' ~T HUE 
213 IF I I TETA .E0.-11 GO TO 90 
2 l lt lT E T A= - l 
215 G~ HI l 00 
21~'~ ·so oo 6C I•l,N 
217 bO lX 1 I I l • IV I I ) 
218 VX'1• VV 
219 GO TO 110 
220 90 DO 70 Tzl, ·~ 
2 21 70 I X 1 I I I • I X I 1) 
222 VXO,VX 
223 llO i<ET J RN 
224 END 
225 SUBROUTINE ARAMAIXLAG,IX,VX,IXO,VXOI 
c 
r; REDUCE~ THE SET OF POTENTIAL CANDIDATES BY CONTRADICTION 
c 























trJM"'QN N, Ml BLOCK 5/ IT ETA IB L:JCK 8/NO ZE, JAR' /BLOC K6IW LAM 
:0 MMON I COUNT IN ITER, NB AS 15J ) , NS EA I 50 l , NTAR 15 0 J, NA R A (5 J I ,NPAU 5) ) , 
*"'P 1\215") I ,NPA 31 5~1 1 NVNOR · 
N4RAINIT ER)zNARAWITERl+l 





400 DO 10 I 10 1 ,N 
IFINCIZE.EQ.C•J GJ T:J 19 
0!1l'i Jlzl,NDZE 
IFIJI.RRC lll.EQ.Il GO TO 1:> 
15 CONTIN~E 
19 DO 20 J~l ,N 
IF(J .E:J .11 GO TO 25 
IFIIlETA.ErJ.-l.ANO.IXIJJ.EQ.OJ GJ TJ 25 
IF INOZE. EO.OI GO TO 29 
OJ 2fl JJ• l,NOZE 
JFCJhRRIJJJ.EQ.Jl CO TO ZS 
28 CO"JT P-IUE 
97 
247 29 IY IJ J:o IX (J )+IT ETA 
248 GO TO 20 
249 25 lYIJ)ziXIJl 
?'50 20 CONT It-&1 E 
251 AL FA2=0 I FC XLAG, IYrll 
?52 JF(AlfA2) 11,12,12 
2'53 11 ICflUN•ICOUN+l 
7 54 AL FA 1 • 0 J F I XL A G , I .X , I l 
255 RI.TIO:.ALFA2/ALFA1 
25b ISIRIICQU~l•I 
257 lfl ICO•JN.EO.ll GO TO 41 
258 lFIRATIO.LT.RMAXl GO TO 10 
259 41 RMAXaRATJC 
260 JJzJ 
:nL GO TO \0 
2t2 12 NOZFzNOZE+l 
263 JA~F:I>.j1ZEI=I 
264 10 CQNTHIU E 
ns Jji(IK!JLJF..EC.ll GO TO llJ 
266 lfl ICOLJN.EO.:ll C'.O TO 110 
'2h7 00 3:> l*loN 
268 JFCI.E::!.JJl GO TO 33 
2M G.J TO 35 
270 33 lF(IlEl'A.f:Q.-l•ANJ.IXIIJ.EQ.O) GO TO 35 
.?71 IYIIl•lXIIl+ITETA 
2 72 OJ TO 3D I 
273 35 IYIIJ•!X(I) 
274 30 CJ~JT lilliE 
275 JFI ICOUN.EO.ll GO TO 6J 
27b N:JC •0 
277 00 50 J•l, ICOUN 
27B IFIISIRCJl.EQ.JJJ GO TJ 50 
279 JL=ISIRCJJ 
c 
C PRGVE Or CO"lTRAOICT l::lN THAT JL-CO'IPO'lE'IT CAN'T BE 1 
280 CAll PARTliiY,JJ,JL,IZ,ICOOEJ 
.?61 If- I I CODE .EO.O I GO TO 55 
262 [.Y.1 59 J l•lo Ill 
2 83 59 I Y I J 11 =I Z I Jl I 
284 G) TO 50 
255 55 foliC•N~C+l 
2R6 MUUCC~'IC)sJ 
287 50 CONT INU E 
283 IFINUC.EC.Jl GO TO 60. 
289 JFINlJC.GT.ll GO TO 40 
290 JUCzMOUCCNUCl 
291 IFI ITETA.EC.-l.ANO. JYIJUCl.EQ.)J GO TO 60 
292 IYIJUCioc IYIJUC I+ITE TA 
293 GO T 0 60 
zq4 40 C~LL P~RT21NUC,MOUC,IY,XLBJ 
295 If!XLB.GE.VXI GO TO l::l) 
296 CALL PART311YrVX,JJ,N~C,MOUCtiZJ 
297 OJ 61 Jl•l ,N 
zqa 61 IYIJli•IZIJl) 
2'i1 6J VY "~NO'~S IXLAG, IYJ 
300 IF IVY.~E;.VX) GO TO 100 
301 vxa .. vv 
102 DO 6 5 1•1 , N 
303 65 IXOCIIziYIII 
3g4 GJ TO 300 
98 
'305 100 IC·"JUN•ICOU:-.J-1 
306 IF I lC:C1:.JN .EQ. 0 I GJ TJ 110 
307 NOZE:N1ZE+l 
308 J4RRINJZEI sJJ 
'309 IKODEz: 1 
HO G1 T 0 41)0 
311 110 IFIITETA.EQ.-11 GO TO 2~J 
312 ITETA•-1 
313 GO TO 5l0 
ll4 200 00 70 1-=1 ,,., 
315 70 IXOIII=IXCJ) 
3lb vxa .. vx 
317 300 RrlUR~ 
318 END 
319 SUBROUTINE PARTliiX,JJ,JL,IY,IC'JDEI 
~ 






































C IF ICr:JDEzl rlESTS'JCCEEDEO 




C'J !-'"40~ N, M /BLOCK 5/1 TE T A /£3 LOC K6/WLA.M/B LQC K8/NOLE t J ARR 
COMMON /C~NT/NITERrNBASI 50),"'! SEAl 501 ,NT4RI5Jl,NARAC5JJ ,NPAU50J, 
"'NPA2 I 501 ,NPA3 ( 5')1, NVNOR/T AB/ PO 1SO'H5), 1~)) 
NP Al IN ITER )s NPAUN ITER 1+1 
Ml sM+ 1 
XLAG.,WLAM 
BQ=-DIF(XLAG, IX,JLl 
IF 180.GE.J.OI GO TO 5() 
DG 10 Js l,N 
If!l.EQ.JJl GJ TO 11 
IZIII=IXIII 
GO TO 1.) 
11 IZIO IXCII-lTETA 
1:;, corn 1~ue 
BI:-OIFIXL~G, IZ,JJI 
O::J 2 0 l •1 , /Ill 
IXS•IXIJLI+l 
T1=PDFOPilXS,JL) 




PZ =PO ISDN I IXP, JJ I 
XA I I J .. -Pl/P2 
20 CJNT I'lUE 
TF.Rl•l. 
TERZc:l. 
IF!BI.LT.:).OJ GO TO 22 
Wl•:J.:> 
:;a TO 2 3 
2 2 W 1" 11. 1 I * 81/8 I 
23 TERM•Wl*Bl 
00 30 I•l,Ml 
WI•ICCI J 1-Wl*XAII) 
IFIWI) 3'),30,35 
35 D:J 40 K • 1 1 N 



























































IFIJARP.lKKI.EQ.KI ~0 TO 36 
37 CONTI"fJE 
IXK,.IXIKI+l+l 
HR l=TER l*POl SONl 1 XK,KI 
Gu TO 38 
36 IXKeiXIKI+I 
TERl .. TF.Rl+POISONIIXK,KI 
39 IfiK.EQ.JJI CO TO 39 
IYK~IXIKI+l-1 
GfJ TO 41 
39 IYK,.IXIKHI+l 
41 TER2=TER2•POISONIIYK,KI 
4:i CJ "'T IN !..I ( 
l)[ =Tf'Rl-TERZ 





50 I C UOE .,z 
lfl ITETA.!:Q.-l.A'.I).IXIJll.EQ.OI G'l TO 55 
IX lJLI =IX I JL I+ IT ETA 
55 DO 60 Izl,~ 
6: I Y l T l"' l X ( I I 
RETURN 
E'l 0 
SUBROUT JNE PART21NJC,MOUC, IY, XLBI 
99 
IF ?ARTl FAILS, THIS FIN::lS AN UPPER· BOUND FOR THE SUM OF FIRST 
OIFFERE:>lCES OF THE U'IDETER~I'HD CJEFFI:IE~HS 
DI'1ENSION IYI lOOid'oiOU:l 1001 tlZ(l011 
CUMMON N, M/ 8L!JCK5/ IT ETA /BL JCK 6/WL ~"' 
CO~,MON /COUNT/~ITER,NBASC5:> l,NSEAI5l I ,NT ARCS)), NARAI50l,NPA115) ), 
•NPA2(5') l,llPA3( 50I;~vNJR 
NPAZ INI T ERl "Nf>A2 I NITER l i-1 
S:J''I= 0 .o 
00 10 I=l, NUC 
I XK:IoiO\IC ( 11 
II( K 1• IX K -1 
IF ( I XKl • EQ .0 l GO TO 15 
D:J 20 J=l,IXKl 
IFIITETA.EiJ.-1.ANO.IYIJI.EQ.OI GJ TO 25 
IZlJJa:IYIJl+ITETA 
CO TO 2(1 
2S I Z I J l a IY ( J l 
2 J C 11 t·H I N1 J E 
NXK• IX< 
GO TO 35 
15 NXK" 1 
35 m 30 J"'NlCK,N 
3) Ill J)>=IY(J I 
T E R "l · 0 I F ( H LA M , I Z , I X K l. 
lflTER"~oLT.'.).OJ GJ TJ 40 
TERM•J.O 
4-:-e SU'I" SL'"l + TE:kM 




























































SUBROIJT INE P~R T3( IX ,VX rJJ ,NUC, MOUC, If I 
100 
PERFIJFIMS TI-lE SAME TEST AS :JA~Tl, BUT SETS UP TliE LINEAR PROGRAM EX 












D'J 9 I c: 1 , N 
I F I 1 • EQ • J J I G~ TO 8 
Illii•IXIII 
CJ TO c.; 
8 I Z I 1 I" I lC I I ,1- IT ETA 
9 CDNT I ~JIJE 
00 lCJ ISAY•l,NUCB 
JL=MOJC:I ISAYI 
Yllrli=O.) 
00 1 1 J " 2 , NCO L 1 
TERl•l.O 
TER2zl.:J 
01 4) K • 1, N 
OI'J 37 KK•l,NOZE 
II'IJA~~IKKI.EQ.KI :iO TO 36 
37 CONT l~M E 
IXK•I Zl KI+J 
GJ TO 38 
36 ll<K=JZIKI+J-l 
3 8 T E R 1 ,. Tr: R 1 • PO 1 S C Ill I I X K, K I 
If IK.EQ.JJ I GO T:l 39 
tYK•IZIKitJ-1 
GO TO 41 
39 1YK.,IZIK)+J 
41 TER2xTER2*POlSONCIYK,KI 
40 CJ"'T INUE 
11 Yll,JI=TERl-TERZ 
YllrNCDL)z-DlFlXLAG,IZ,JJ) 
00 15 I•Z,NROW 
IX S =IX I J L It- f -1 
YIIrllsPOFOPIIXS,Jll/POISONllXS,JLJ 
IXP• JX(JJ lti-2 
JXR=lXIJJl+I-1 
15 YllrNCOL J:,DFOP{lXP,JJI/POISONIIXP,JJI 
OJ 25 Jr 2, NRr)l'l 
011 25 J •2, NCOLl 
If' I J • EO • 1 I GO 10 27 
YII,JI><:J.) 
GO TO 25 




























































80•-D IF I XLAG, I X,JLI 
DO 21) J:ol,NROW 
210 CONTINUE 
CALl XLPROIY,VJBJt 
FARKsV OEI J-BO 
IFIFARK.GT.O.Ol GO TO 10 
IFIIXIJLl.EO.O.A\ID.ITETA.EQ.-1) GO TO 50 
IXfJL)::IXIJLl+lTETA 
50 KUCzN•JC-1 
IFIKUC.EQ.j) GO TO 10 
NKUC•O 
0) 55 J • 1 , NUC 
IF I"'OUCIJJ .• EQ.JU GO TO 56 
IF I NKUC. EO.l l GO TO 57 
KCJUCIJJo:MOUCIJ t 
GD TO 55 
56 rJK UC =1 
G~ TO 55 
57 Jl =J-1 
K'JIJC IJl l ='IOU[( J) 
55 C.UNT INUE 
CALL PART21KUC 1 KJUC,IX,Xl8) 
IFIXLB.GE.VXI GO TO 50) 
NU CsKUC 
DJ 60 1=1 1 /jUC 
60 M::J UC I II = KO U: I I I 
10 CONT J'IU E 
500 DO 70 I z:1 ,N 




CALCULATES HE FIRST DlFERENCES 
DIM ENS JON IX I lv::> l 
COMMON ~I,M/AlOCKl/C UOO )ITAB/POJSONI50,100 J 
DJUBLE PR(CISION PRO,SUM 
Ml=M+l 
S'JM=O.D+OO 
OJ 20 J 1: 1, H 1 
PROs:l.O+OO 
00 30 1•1, N 
IX J • liC ( I )+J 1 
lFII.EQ.K) GO TO 25 
Pf\Oo:PRO ~~'PO !SON!IXJ, I I 
GO TO 3::> 
25 PP.O=PRO .. POFOP( IXJ 1 II 
30 C:JNT IN·JE 
2:> SJ"'•SJM+PRC! 
I X'1"' I X( K I HI+Z 
DIFz-S~JM-1.+?0 ISON! IXM,Klt-XLAG*CI Kl 
RETURN 
E'll D 
FUNCT IJN VNORSIXLAG, IX) 




51~ DI~ENSION lXI100I,PMillD,201tPROIZJI 
516 C1U~0~ ~.~ 
517 C'J :IIMQ~\ /CC•JNT /NilE~, 'I BASI 5:J), NSE~ I 50 I, NTII RI5J), NI\RAC5 ')) ,NPAll 5:> I 
·~.;)421 5)1 .~~P/131 SOl ,NVNOR/T4B/POISON(5) ,1:~ I ' 





<;23 OJ 20 JJ•l,M1 
52~ PR:JIJJI .. l.C+J:> 
525 DO 25 I I •l ,N 
526 IXJ= lXI I I I+JJ-1 
527 IF I IXJ .GT .::)) GO TO 24 
578 XX-=POFJP IIXJtl 1J 
529 GO TO 25 
530 24 XXcPQISONIIXJdii 
o;31 25 PROIJJI=P~OIJJI*XX 
532 2J SJM=SJ'-1+1.-PROIJJ) 
533 Tr1PL,.~.0+)0 
534 Oil 30 fz: l,N 
5~<j K,.) 
536 40 "1XKzJX(l)+I'+2+K 
537 WX =PDFOP I 'IXK, I I 
53~ 1-/.1 zfLOAT I K+li*WX 
539 IF I WX. LT. EPSI GO TO 3J 
540 TOPLsTQPL+riW 
541 K2 K+l 
542 GO TO 40 
'.i43 3J C.JNT INU E 
544 VNORS=SU~+TOPL+XLAG*DJTP~ ( IXJ 
545 RETUR'I 
546 E~JO 
547 SUBROUTINE TABLE(POISONI 
c 
C CALWLATES TI-E CUM:.JLATIVE POISSJ~ SIJI!S 
c 
54A DI"1C'NSION POI SONI 5C, 1:>:>1 
549 CJMMO~ N,M/BLOCK2/XLA~IlJ)) 
550 DOUBLE PRECISICN EPS,TER~rSUMX 
551 EPS•l.D-06 
552 OJ 1:) J: 1, N 
553 TERM•l.D+O) 
554 SJMXK lo O+~J 
555 01 20 I=l,50 
556 TFR"1•TERM•XLAM(JI/FLOATI[ l 
557 IX'=' I 
556 IFITERM.LT.EPS) GO TO 25 
5'iQ SU"1X•S'JMX+1ERM 
560 POISON(I,JI"'EXP(-XLAM(J))*SU"'X 
5bl IF lPOISONil,Jl .GT.l .01 PDISON(I,Jl•l.:> 
562 2') CONTINUE 
563 25 IFI IX.F.0.50l GO TO 10 
5&4 DJ 30 Ja.,x,so 
565 30 POISONII,JI•l.O 
SM 10 CO"'TIMJE 
567 Rt:TUR"' 



























































CALCULATES TI-E lNOlV !DUAL POlSSO'II THMS 
C~~MON /BLCCK2/XLAM(lJJJ 
DUJBLE PRECISICN SU~,WW 
SI.J'1sO,D+OJ 
IF IK .L T, 2 I Ci'J TO 10 
DJ 15. J .. 2, K 
Si.HI"' SU"' tAL OG t FLOAT( J I J 
15 C·J"H I~I:JE 
10 I<I<I=-XLAMIIl+K*ALJG(XLA'IIIIJ-SUA4 
IFIPIW.LT.-15.01 :iO TO 2::> 
PO HlP= DEXP (WW I 
GO TO 25 




CI\LC ULATES THE OCT PRODUCT C.X 
D f\i ENS I 0 N I X I 1 J·J I 
CrJM"'OI~ N ,M/BLOCKl/C 11 ::JO) 
SJM:.O,J 
en 10 l•l,r~ 
XX= F l OAT I 1 X ( I J I 
l:l SU'I=SU"'+XX•ct I I 




THIS ARRANGES AN ARRAY :JF ELEI1E"4TS I~ \SCENDlN~ JRJER 
IRIKI IS THE RANK OF ITEM K lNTHE LIST 
r>P1ENS 10~ X 110..:> lr IR ( lJO), lSEQ ( 1001, Yl 10.)) 
CU"'MON N,M 
00 9 l•l,N 
~ IS EQ f J),. I 
0'.) 10 l•lrN 
X11 INc XI 1 I 
IM INJ•l 
1"1 IN• I SEQ Ill 
"ll•N-I+l 
OJ 20 J•l, Nl 
IFCX(JI.LT.XMINI :;o TO 21 






IF IN 1 • EO • 1 J GO TO 1:> 
r12 •Nl-1 
(Y'I 30 Js lrN2 
I f ( J • lT • Ir-11 NJ ) GO T J 3 3 
Jl•J+l 
103 
61 7 I SE 0 t J I • 1 S EO I J 1) 
618 YC Jl aX( Jll 
bl9 GO TO 29 
62) 33 Y(JJ=X(JJ 
621 29 XIJl•YIJ) 
622 ~) CO~TINUE 
6 2 J lJ C:1 'lT I "'~ E 
624 RETURN 
625 EN 0 














































C SOLVES A liNEAR PR:JffiAM :lF THE TYPE 
C MAX CX ST AX<B,X>O 
c 
c 
DIM ENS ION VI 10,20 ), XlloJ, 20), I S~BI lJ), I S8 VI lJI ,MRJWI 101 
C1MMON /BLOtK9/NROW,NCOL 
IS 0\/ Ul = 0 
I SNO 11 l ~~:NCCL+l 
DJ 10 lz2,NROW 
10 1) ~~I 1 )s I-2+NCOL 






OJ 1 2 I "' 1 , NR 0 W 
0:.1 1 2 J z N CLJL 2, NCJL3 
IM=I-1 
JM=J-NCOL 
IFIJ"'.EO.IM) GO TO 13 
Y(I,JJ::aO.i) 
GJ :o 12 
l3 Y (I, J I= 1 .:> 
12 CJ'H1 N!JE 
100 N\1 Co: 0 
NPV =::1 
"'PC • ') 
N'll V:a ~ 
D'J l5 J • 2, N( 0 L 
IF'IY(l,JI.LT.O.OJ GO TO 16 
NNCaNNC: + 1 
IF!NNC.EQ.NCOLl) GO TJ 5·):) 
en ro 15 
16 NPCo:NPC+ 1 
IFINPC.EO.l) GC TO 17 
IFIYil,JI.GT.YMINJ :;o TO lS 
17 YM Iri><Y( l,J) 
JMJN~:J 
15 CJ'IIT IN•JE 
lEV= lSNBIJMJN l 
~IWA•l 
00 2'.) 1•2,NROW 
IFIY(I,JMlNJ.LE.O.OI GJ T'J 25 
N'IVxNNV+l 
iETfl:o VI I, 11/YI I ,JMI N I 
IF(NNI/.EQ.U GO TO 23. 
IF ITETA-TMIN) 23,20 t20 
104 
lOS 
671 23 Hll~• .. T ETA 
672 lMI~•I 
673 ~~OWl~~VAI•l~lN 
67~ GO TO ?J 
~75 25 NPV•NPV+l 
67b lfi•IPV.£Q.;'lR0WlJ GJ TJ 45j 
b 7 7 2 j C"J•H I NUE 
t, 7 Fl OJ 2 b I= 2 , 1\R. 0 w 
679 IF IYCI,JMI·li.LE.O.IJI GO TO 26 
r:.ID TE TA•YC I rl l/YI lrJMI Nl 
I. Ell lF I TE Th. GT. H11 f'H GO TO 26 
o!J~ IFII.EQ.I~lNI GJ TJ 2& 
oSB3 N""JA=N~VA+l 
(, 8 '+ H P. ')W I ~I'~ V A I= 1 
l..9i 26 CJ~IT INJ E 
t-86 IFINMV~.EQ.ll GO TO 2)0 
6A7 OJ 80 J•l,hMVA 
68S JKrMROW( 1) 
f8q JPOSo:J 
690 IY1 8') J=NCOL2,NC::ll3 
~c:;t XI JK,JI•YI IK,JI/YIIKrJMPH 
l·9?. IF(:<11KrJI.GT.C·.OI GO TO 8S 
6'13 GJ T() ~0 
fS4 85 JPJS=JP~S+l 
~ry~ IFIJPJS.GT.ll GO TO 8l 
69~ IF I IK .r.T .MROW I 1 I I GO TO 87 
6S7 G.J TO 93 
?9'3 87 IF IJ-JK!~ I'll 8 ), 9J, 93 
iJC1~ '>0 IfiXIP11N,JKMINI.LE.X(IK,Jil GJ Tl 8) 
7(1f. 93 I'11~=IK 
701 J:<V.JN=J 
702 90 CVH l'lU E 
703 200 IDV=JS'3V( !MINI 
10t, JSNBIJ"'INI~IDV 
105 I S 'l VI I M I N l "IE V 
70f, OJ 4') I"' 1, W.OW 
7C7 OJ 40 J= 1, "'CUL 3 
703 IFCI.EO.l,_INI GO TO 5S 
7011 IFIJ.E:l.JM!NI G'J T:J 6) 
710 XII,JI=Yl !,JI-IYllrJ'II'III*Yil"'I'II,JI/YI lMli'.J,JMINll 
711 GiJ TO 40 
712 55 lFIJ.F.Q.JMINI CO TJ 57 
713 XI I ,J)zY( I,J l/YI l~IN,JMINI 
714 CJ TO 41') 
71 <; 57 X I I , J l = l ./ Y I I , J ) 
716 GJ TO 4':> 
717 6) XI I,J 1=-YI I,J l/YI IMIN,JMI Nl 
718 4) CONT lNJ E 
719 Dll 7J 1"'1 ,MOW 
12:: DJ 70 Js 1, ~~COL 3 
721 7) YCI,JI,.XCI,JI 
12Z G:l TO l o-, 
723 450 WRITEI6, 25~1 
724 250 FuP'"IATISX, 1 U~BCU"'OED SJLUTION'I 




lHE SADDLE P~lNT SEARCH ALGORITHM 
PROBLEM NUMBER 1 
5 PUOGET•S 25000.0) 
1 Nt Tl AL OPT I ~H 
JTE~ COST/'J'IIT DEMAND SOLUT I Q\j SJLUTIOIII 
II 1 2980 .oo 2.10 2 2 
II 2 1751.00 1 .so 2 2 
II 3 462.00 1.20 2 3 
II 4 1500.0) 5 .0:> 6 7 
II 5 345.00 3.50 6 6 
ECN')RS/X)~: 1. 'J6282 COSTIXl=S 23418.00 
lAGRhiiiC:E '4ULT IPl IER• 0.000090 
liOF ITF.RATIONS• 6 
II 0 F t.,J 0 RS E 'I A l UA T 1 0 N S= 141 
I OF STEPS I'~ EACH ITER AT ION 
lT ERAT lON II STEP 1 S TEP2 STEP.3 STEP4 p 1\R T1 P<\RT2 PART3 
1 1 1 1 1 5 0 0 
2 1 5 5 2 0 " 0 3 1 4 4 2 3 0 0 
4 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 
5 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 
6 1 2 2 1 2 0 0 
ST <\TE11ENTS EX E CUT ED• 273~27 
CORE USAGE OBJECT CODE• 31504 BYTESrARRAY AREA• 48572 B'YTESrTOTAL 
Dl AG~OS T l CS NIJ'1B ER OF ERROR S• O, NUMBER OF WARNINGS• 0 , ~ 
CCIIP ll E T l!o!E-s 0 .52 SEC, EXECUTION T J"'E• 5.02 SEC, 12.2 7.33 li.JE 
C S STOP 
APPENDIX G 














A List of Non-GASP Variables in the 
Computer Program 
The subroutine which handles the breakdowns of airplanes 
The subroutine which performs the cannibalization 
The kit obtained by an analytical solution method 
Current kit during the simulation 
Repair code; 0 implies "no repair", and 1 implies 
·"repair" 
The total number of items in the kit 
Number of NORS planes 
Number of airplanes flying at any time 
Number of airplanes in a squadron initially 
The subroutine for reinitializing the kit and NNORS at 
the beginning of each flying period 
Mean time before failure 
FORTRAN Listing of the Simulation Model 


















c ····~································ c * • 
c "' SIMUL4TION ~JDEL * 
c ~ * 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~··~·•• 
c 












Of.'1ENSIO"l NS:T( lOOJI 
CO~~O~ QSETI100Jt 
COM,.. ON /G COMl/ AT R I 8 C n I , J E'/ NT, "''FA, ~FE Ill) ), ML El DO I, 'IS TJP, '4 C ~) ~, 'l'4 
lAPO, i'l"'.\PT, N'lo\ TR ,NNF I L, N14Q 11 Qu) ,NNTRY, NPRNT, PPARM(50 ,4), TNJW, TT BEG, 
2TTCL~TTFIN,TTRI8125loTTSET 
CC~:-tONIJ:OMl/ N,KlT(lJ)I,XLA~I(l).)I/JC0"4Z/ARRAY(l),l:llJ, ITiEf(l),l.) 
l)), IK tTl lil01/UCJ"13/WDAY,NNJRS,"JPI SrNJAPL 
EQUIVALENCEINSET Cl.l ,QSEH 11 J 




REAi>IN:RJR ,10)1 NPIS 
REAOC'ICRO~, lOll ! Jl( I TC I I, I=-1,~11 
REAO!NCRORol l? I IXLAM(I I, 1,.1,~11 
DO 10 1 11 1 .~ 
10 X LAM I I I= 6') .I XL AM II I 
WRITE OUT THE OATA 
WRlTEPlPRNT,~J)J NPIS 
l<fRITEI'4P'l:'-lTr2'lll (I KIT( [J ,I •l,NI 
Wf< ITE(NPR'1Tr2J21 (XLA"'( I),I:l,NI 
























tOJ FOR"'ATI 141 
l·Jl FOR"'ATI+JI21 
1.02 FCIK'4ATil.JFS.JJ 
20J fORMAT (I, r;x, 'NlJio!BE~ OF PLANES IN .THE SQUAOROto,l••.,IIt) 
?01 FO~"'ATI/,SXr 1 KIT!' olOPtl 
202 FOR'1AH '' sx, •r-nsF: •, lOF a. 21 
STOP 
END 






CO~HON /GCO"'l/ATRfBI251 ,JE.JNT,MFA,"'F:(lOOI,M-EllJOI ,"'STOP,NC~JRrNN 
l!IPQ, NNAPT, N'~4 TR, NNF I Ldi"JCHl ?J I, ~NT Rf, NPRNT, PP ARM (5), ~ J, T'O .. , Tr SEG, 
2TTCL R, TTF IN.'TTR lBI 25), TTSE T 
COMI-10~ /GC OM .. / E ENO ( lJO)' 1 ( N"' ( l 0.) It KKRNK 110 ')) ,MMAXQ 11:>) J ,:)QT I H( lOJ 
1 J, SSO"VI Z 5, 51, SSTPVI25, 61 rVVNQ(lO' I 
COMMON/JC()Ml/ ~.<IHl·:lOJ,XLAMI 10')1/U:OMZ/ARRA'rllJtluOJ ,ITSETUJ,lv 
1 )) , I KIT (1 01)1/UC0"13/WOAY ,NNJ RS, NP 15, NOAPL 
1\0APLz'lPIS 
WOAY =2 • 




C IIIITIAUZE TliE KIT 
c 
00 15 [:l,N 
l 5 KI Tl II= I KIT (I ) 






























CAUSE THE FIRST FA I LURES 
DO .10 K=l,NOAPL 
DO 20 I=l,N 
~RRAY(K, I 1=-XLAM( l I*ALJGI ORANOIK J 1+.10536 
IF I I .EQ.ll GO TO 25 
IFIARRAYIK, 1 I.GE.B'1l~l GJ TO 2) 
25 SM!N=o\RRAV(K, II 
NUM f3: I 
2:> CC"'T l'IIJE 




CA L L F I L E M I 1 ) 
10 CO\ITI"'UE 
SCrEDULE MhiNTEN~NCE 
ATR !Bill =\oiDAY 
ATRlill21=2. 
CA L l F I l E M ( l ) 
SCHEDULE THE NEXT FLYING PERIOD 
ATRIB!ll=6Q. 
ATRIBC2J:a3. 
Cfl l L FILE '1 ( ll 











































RS TAR OAr E 8J2l 7 23 1 ft4/)2 
SUJRGUT l'l E RST4R 
co ~'ICN ;,; : O'il I.\ T R l B ( 2; I I J E'/ NT I "'lf' A,,'\ FE It J J I' ~L E [ l) J I' '1 s TGP' ~ c' H '~~ 
l ~? ::1, ,'J'I <\P T , !-;'I~ n , ~: NF I l, NNQ ( l O'JI , N!HR Y, N P RN T 1 PP AR 1-11 50 ,It I , T NOW 1 TT BEG, 
2 TTC L R, lTF II\, rT R I B I 2 51 , TTS ET 
CC~~'ICN /jCQ%/ EENOilJ)l,Ilt\"l[l:l.lrKKR,'lKtl:lJl,MMAXQil))IIQOTl'1[1)) 
ll , S S ;JaJ I ? 5, 5 ) , SST P V I 2 5, '>I , V VN ~ ( l 0; I 
C 01-! "'C ~l/ UC OM!/ ~,KIT ll ).) l, U AM ( 1)) l/ J C 0~2/ AR Ro\Y I 1) 1 10) I, ITS E Til:>, l 0 
lJI, IK!T{1 )::JI/VCJM3/\.:JAY,NNJRS,N?IS,NJAPL 
AT R I 8 ll I = T NJW •> ) • 
ATK!8f21=3. 
CALL FfLE"i (11 
REINIT!ALIZE THE KIT 
00 1 J 1 =l , N 
10 KITIIl=I<.!TIII 
REINIT!ALIZE NuM:JER CJF 'liJRS PLA~IES 
;·<NJR S=J 
COLLECT STATISTICS 
A=. ~LOATINNQR S I 
CALL Tl'1STC4,T:-JJW,l). 
NOAPL=NPI S 
SCtEDJLE THE OREA<OJW~S 
DO Z:J t<=l,NJAPL 
CO 2 5 t = 1 , N 
ARRhY(K, I I=T'lOW-XLAMI I )•ALOGIDRANOIKII+-.10536 
IF( I .E:).ll G:J TJ 27 
I~(ARRAYIKtii.GT.BRTIMI GO TO 25 
27 BRTI'I=4~RAYIK.II 
\IU'10= 1 
2 5 CO~T INUE 
ATR IBili=ARTLM 
ATRif1121=1 •. ) 
AT~IBI3l=K 
ATR !BI4l=NUMB 













:F C N~O( 21 ,EJ. :il RE TlJRN 
'IX X= ~"'Q ( 2) 
DO l 5 J =t , NXX 
C.\LL RIIJVE I'IFE ( 2l ,21 
15 C(P~T I~ E 
Rf TUI<N 
END 










SUBRJ'JT l~E EV'ITS( IXJ 
GO TO I 1 , 2 ,3 I , I X 
CALL BO.WL 
GO T 0 1 J 
2 CALL CA~ZE 
GC TO 10 
3 CALL RS i A R 
1;) H.E TlJRN 
END 



















CO'I"'ON/UCI")"'l/ N,KITt lJOI, XLAMI lOOI/U:0'12/ARRA"1(1,,11)0) ,ITSET!lO,lO 
lJI, IKIT(l OOl/UCOM3/WOAf ,~JN'JRS,"'P[S,NJAPL 
REPAIR THE PLANE IF NEEDED HEM IS AVAILABLE 
IFIKlT(r<TOTJ.E:I.OJ G'J T1 5J 
,..O:JE =1 















































SU9R2UT l'iE 131Z'JL 
COM"l:JN /GCO'~l/AT~IBI25·l,JEV'lT,I'IFA,MF;( 1001 ,MLEilOOI ,~STOP,NCROR,NN 
1 APJ, ~NA PT , "1:-.1 AT R, NliF t l, N'IIQ ll 00 l, N'H R'f, N~ R NT, PP A~ M ( 5), 4 J, T'O II, Tr BEG, 
2TTCL R, TTF IN, TT;\ I 8( 251, TTSET 
CC~~w;w 'JC 0'11 I 'l, < I Tl 100 I, XLA ~1( 10 J I /U: m121 ARRAY ( 10 tl.iJ l , ITS ET ll 0,1 0 
1)), [KITH J0)/UCOM3/\oiDAY ,NNORS t"lPIS, NOAPL 
KPLAN=IFIXI~TRIBI3J) 
NU~B=IFIX(~TRIBI4ll 
RE•'A!R THE PL.\'lE PLA'l WITH )PA~i: P.\RT NU"'B 
CALL TAMIRIKPLA~,NVMB,"-l::JJE) 
IF(MOOE.EO.OI GO T:J lJJ 
IF R EPAHED , SCHEDULE ITS B'l.EAKOOWi 
IPAR T=N:J"'B 
~RAY(< ?L AN, I PA ~ T) = TNO W -X LAM( IPA RT I '"A L '1G I~ AN 01 K PLAN I l + .lJ 53 6 
DO l 5 ! 2 1 , N 
IF I I .E Q .1 I G 0 T 0 18 
IF (ARRAY I KPL A'-4, I I .GE .BTI'IEJ GJ TO 15 
l 8 0 T I "' (=A R R A Y ( K PLAN, I l 
NUMf\ =I 
15 CONi INJE 
ATRIOCli=BTit-1E 
ATRIIH21=l.O 
t.T R If313 I=KPL Al-l 
ATRIBI~ I=NU"1B 




CALL FILE M I Z) 
IF NOT REPAIRED OUE T:J PARTS SHJUAGES, PUT IN HE REPAIR QUEUE 



















('() 1 ~ 
















CO~'ICN /GCO'Il/ATRtB!251 ,JE'INT,MF~,MF: llO~),"'L E! UOI ,MSTOP,'4C>I.PR ,NN 
1 AP 0, 1'\N~ P T, NN4 TR , N!IIF l L, NNQ 11 J) l , NNT Rf, NP RNT, PP ARM (50, ~ I, TNOW, H ~ E G, 
ZTTCL ~. TTF I"', TTR IB( 251 t TTS!=T 
CO"'"'C~~ /GCG"~/ EENQ(lJJI,IINN(lO:JI,K<RNK!lQ)),~"'O.X~Cl:l:ll,QOTI"41lCO 
li,SS08VI25r51 ,$STPV!25,61 rVVNQ!lOOI 
C~W-1~\1/JC 'JMl/ N,l( IT ( l 'JJI, XLAM( ~00 1/UC OM2/ARRA \'110, 100), I TSET (l J ,lOJ 
101 , I Kl T 11 01} 1/ UCIJ~3/ \ol DhY ,,.,.NO RS, NP I 5, NJ A P L 
AT R I B I ll• T"'O\ol +W DAY 
.6HIBI21=2 .·) 
CALL FIL:M ( ll 
IF THERE IS CNLY ONE PLANE IN THF. REPAIR Q:JEU::, NO CA~~IBILIZATIJ~ 
IF-('lNQ!21.LE.lJ RETUR'i 
CANNIBILIZE CNE TO REPAIR THE OTHER) 
50 ~NJRS•NNORS+l 
A=FLCAT ("'lNQRSI 
ClLLECT STATISTICS 0~ ~U"'BER OF CAIWIBILIZEO PLANES 
CALL TI"4ST!A,TNQ);,ll 
JFINNORS.EO.NPISI RETUR'~ 
CALL RM:lVE!MFEIZ) ,2) 
NN 1 K"' IF I XC AT~ I B ( 4 I I 
KP LAN= AT R I R ( 3 ) 
DO 1 'J I "'1 , N 
IFII.EQ.'I~IKI GJ TO lJ 
C UPCATE THE KIT 
KIT! Il=<ITIII+l 
10 CIJNT I~IUE 
















::r.: 3 2 
J~33 
OJ34 






























Ct-ECK THE REP41~ ~UEUE IF 4·\ll' PL4"1E IS AWAIT!'.!:; REPAIR 
DO 2 J I =L , NP I Q 
CALL R'IJI/ E!'1FEI Zl t 21 
OIF=TNOw-ATRIBill 
KP =A T~ I '3 I 31 
KT J T =A TR I~ I 4 I 
00 21 J=l , N 
21 ARRAYIKP,JI=ARRAY(KP,JI+DIF 
REPAIR THE~ S UPDATE THE KIT 
CALL TAMJR(KP,~TOT,~JDEI 
IFI'!COE.EO.Jl GO TO?; 
;~QA PL=IIJA PL+ 1 
SCHEDULE THE NEXT BREAKD1~N 
ARRAY I K P, K TilT l = TN 0 W- XL A I~ I K T iJT l "·\LOG ( D RAND (K P l )fo • 1 05 36 
00 3 5 J =1 ,N 
IF (J .E;) .1 I GJ TO 37 
IFI..\f\RAYIKP,Jl.GE.BRTI'II GJ T'1 35 
37 ~RTI~=A~RAYIKP,JI 
NU"'fl =J 
3 5· CO~• T !'WE 
RECORD THE BREAKJOWN TIME, PLANE NOt S.PARE PART 
ATRIBili=BRTIM 
A TR 181 2 l = 1 • :> 
ATRiiH3l=KP 
.4TR 11314 l=~IJ"'B 
CALL F I L= "' I ll 
G.J TO 2) 
fF NOT REPAIRED KEEP IN THE REPhlR OUEUE 
25 ATRIBI3l~KP 
A TR I B I 41"' K TJ T 
CAL L F I LE'"' ( 2 l 
2'J CO~TINUE 
lf-INIIJ012l.GT.ll GO TO 50 
P.ETURN 
::N::> 
f'UMoE R (JF PLANtS IN TI-:E SQUADRON= 6 
K! T: 3 3 3 8 7 3 5 0 3 16 
I< l T : 4 13 12 l3 ll 4· 8 12 5 
KT T: 21 lJ 2 14 3. ll 11 . 3 13 5 
K lT: 7 lo 22 5 9 9 3 3 7 s 
K l T: 3 4 a 4 13 5 4 2 1 l 7 
K! T: 8 b B 6 5 4 14 3 11 15 
KIT: 3 2 7 2 2 10 2 19 9 3 
I<! T: 6 4 9 b 16 2 5 7 3 l7 
~!TP.FI 28.57 40 , ')O sc,ou 12.0J 17.14 33.3 3 l3. 46 20.00 4o .1 5 5.)) 
·~nF: 120. OQ 30. 00 3.45 7.06 0 .+ 5 12.)) 33 .33 17.65 9.23 23.)8 
,..T B F: 5 .3 i 10 .oo 6u.oJ 7.23 46.15 e. 57 10. 91 40. OJ 8.57 21.43 
"'T B F: 19.35 5.22 4.62 17.65 13.95 11.76 5~.55 54 .55 1~ .22 18.75 
MTBF: 30.00 30.0J 8.70 20.69 7.50 26.09 31 • 5 a 50 .OJ 120 .oo s.oa 
MT B F: 15.00 26.67 18.18 18.18 2 5. 00 42. 86 6.90 54.55 8.96 &.12 
I' TB F: 46.15 52. 1 7 15.00 57.14 85.71 8.82 6~.!17 5 .oo 15 .oo Z8. 57 
MT BF: 20 .oo 50 .oo 12.77 13.95 6.00 ;s.oo zo. 00 17. 14 66.67 5. 71 
S l"ULAT [Ori ?ROJ ECT MJ vs ER B'!' U" IT 
!1 ATE 51 19/ 8:> IWN NU."'BER l OF 1 
L LSUP•J OOOOOOOOJ000 O:) GASP IV VERSION 25JAN75 
N"CLT== 0 ~to.;STA• l N'H11 S• 0 NN'.Rt-1= 0 NNPLT"' 0 NNS TR"' 6 NNTRY• 10:> 
NIIAH= 4 WI~ l L• 2 N•ISET a LJCO NNE CO= 0 NNEQS • 0 '4FI..AG• 0 
TPIST NO. LLARTo:EP<Oil.S I I • C. :: 0.:) 
I( 1<. P.~l< = l ) 4 
r r "~ .. ll z 
"!Sinp., 1 JJCLRc l J JBEG= l 1 1 C RD = 0 TTBEG • o.o TTF IN• :>.l20JE+04 
JJFlL= l 
I !SEJ= 12345 34567 5!1789 54321 22345 31277 
E TRY l c 
~ p;y 2 = 
E -;-~y 3 • 
c •, i 1\Y 4 ~ 
t -;TI:Y 5 " 
E'IT:<Y 6 = 
E~T P:.Y 7 ,. 
E~~ TRY 8 " 
J,l 'JB8E+:JC 
~. 12 3 4E +C 0 
O.l377HOO 





"'*GAS;) FI'-E STHI\GE ·HEA OJ~P AT TilliE 0.0 •• 
M~XI'1J~ 'iU'IBER JF E'IT~IES Illl FILE STc:RAGE AREA= 9 
PRINTJUT OF FILE NUMBER 1 
0.1000 E+Jl 
O.lCOOE+Ol 
0 .lOIJJ E+O 1 
O.lOOCE+O 1 
0 .lOOOE+Ol 
0 .100() E+Ol 
0. 2000E+Ol 
o. 300:>E+Ol 
TN0.-1 : O.C 
'JOTI M= 0 .0 
FILE CO~TENTS 
0 .601)1[+01 










J. 2400 E+OZ 
O. 7800E+02 
J. 57 JO E+02 
J,27;)0E+02 
J, 2700E+ OZ 
PRINT1~T OF FILE NUMBER 2 
T'~O.ol = 0.0 
OOTI M"' 0 ,(' 
THE FILE IS EMPTY 
E ~>, 7 R'l' t O.lZOOE.-Olt 
E'~E'f 2 = Q, i ZOOE ~04 
E'NTRY 3 • ).120CE+04 
E '11 RY 4 = 0 .l200E+04 
E'HRY 5 • O.t2JOE+04 
ENi ':J.'f 6 s O.l200E+04 
E '<TRY 7 ,. O.l20::.E+D4 
E 'J TRY 8 " O.l260E+04 
**GAS:I FILE STJ~t.GE ARE•\ DU"'P AT TIME O.l200E+04*• 
M.'IXPIU"l NUMBER OF EI\Tf\IES IN FILE STORAGE AREA= 9 
PRINTOUT OF FILE NU'IBER l 
TNOW = O.l200E+04 
QQTIM= O.l200E~04 
Tl'1E PERIDJ FlR STATISTICS 
A'J Eil. AG ( ~iJ 1-l!H< P-l FILE 
STA~OARD JEVIATlO~ 









F I LE C ONf E r; f S 










2 .o 534 
a 
o. 270JE+02 
0. 74 OOE+ 02 
0,730QE+02 
:>. 32 OOE+ 02 
J. 2100 E+uz 
O. 3DO E+Q2 
O. 7JOOE+- 01 
C.2700E+02 
PRI~TOlJT OF FILE NU"'BER 2 
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